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the gentle blasphemer
mark twain holy scripture
and the book of mormon

RICHARD H CRACROFT

chapter sixteen of mark twain s roughing it begins all
men have heard of the mormon bible but few except the
I1 elect have seen it or at least taken the trouble to read it 1

conversely all mormonscormons have heard of twain s caustic bur-
lesque on the book of mormon but none seems to have taken
the trouble to demonstrate to gentiles that twain was obvious-
ly one of the multitude who had not read the book indeed
the four chapters in roughing it 1872 devoted to the mor
mons and their golden bible continue to evoke hilarity from
latter day saints not only because of the burlesque on sacred
mormon institutions of which twain was understandably but
appallingly ignorant but also because of the amusingly evident
fact that if twain read the book of mormon at all it was inin
the same manner that tom sawyer won the sunday school
bible contest by cheating

but it doesndoean t really matter either the fact that twain
misunderstood mormon life or the mormon bible for
twain was above all a humorist and therefore dependent upon
the immediate response of his generally american audience
an audience which had preformed and thus very exploitable
judgments about the mormonscormons and their peculiar institutions
he knew that irreverence or at least a humor which says
pascal covici presents 11 a solemn association inin a context that

dr cracroft isis an assistant professor of english at brigham young university
A specialist inin transcendentalism twain hawthorne and the american west
he is author of numerous articles in the american west american quarterly
modern fiction studies utah historical quarterly dialogue the carpenter
and BYU studies

roughingcoughing it new york 1959 p 110 hereafter RI
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is ridiculous and insignficantinsignificantinsignfinsigneleanileant A
122 is a dependable device for

setting up that necessary and fruitful tension which henry
nash smith has called two ways of viewing the world
the tension between the genteel and the vernacular 3

this tension a ridiculous and ridiculing mixture of the sub-
lime and the profane is the key to mark twain s treatment
not only of the book of mormon but other sacred writings as
well twain reveled inin treating the solemn immutable splen-
dor of the sacred books of the western and eastern worlds
with a flippant and for some shocking earthiness in dealing
democratically with the holy bible the apochryphalapocbryphal new
testament the koran the institutes of menu science and
health with key to the scriptures and the book of mormon
twain demonstrated that he was an iconoclast with a twinkle
in his eye

MARK TWAIN AND THE BIBLE

mark twain knew the sacred awe which americans in
general then held for the holy bible As a youth he was like
huck and tom thoroughly exposed to the calvinistic interpre-
tation of the bible a pious milieu and devout friends all of
which vigorously cooperated to make young sam clemens
familiar with god s word the effect of such early learning
never wore off and twain s writings notes minnie brashear
reveal a knowledge of the bible that would have come only
from early and prolonged exposure to the sacred book 4 pro-
fessor henry A pochamnn has counted 124 direct allusions to
specific scriptures and professor robert rees inin his disserta-
tion claims that there is scarcely a chapter an essay or sketch
inin twain s writing that does not contain a bible allusion 5

but twain s love for the holy bible is enigmatic janet
brown in mark twain on the damneddainned human race claims
that since bunyan nobody in english letters has known or

rascairascal covicicovid jr mark kwainstwains humor dallas 1962 p 118
henry nash smith mark twain the development of a writer cam-

bridge mass 1962 p 2
minnie M brashear mark twain son ofmissouriof missouri chapel hill 1934

p 207
robert A rees mark twain and the bible characters who use the

bible and biblical characters unpublunpubl diss university of wisconsin 1966
ppap vivi viivilviivil note that during the publication of this artlartiarticleclecie a book mark twain
and the bible by allison ensor lexington university of kentucky press 1969
appeared the book explores twain s treatment of the bible in depth affirming
many of rees findings
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loved the bible better than mark twain 6 while rees insists
that some of his later writing might tempt one to say that no
one in english letters has hated the bible more than twain 7

it becomes apparent on close reading that twain did both he
respected the bible yet increasingly grew to disbelieve in its
divinity in the innocents abroad for example he clearly dif-
ferentiated himself from the pilgrims or believers as they trav-
eled about the holy land and by the time he married olivia
langdon he was outspoken in his disbelief for a time he sup-
ported livy in her desire to base their marriage on christian
principles which included daily bible readings but this did
not last long A few months of regular bible hours provided
too much piety for twain and he told her

you may keep this up if you want to but I1 must ask
you to excuse me from it it is making me a hypocrite I1 don t
believe in the bible it contradicts my reason I1 can t sit here
and listen to it letting you feel I1 believe it is
the word of god 8

As he grew older twain s philosophy of life became in-
creasinglycreasingly pessimistic and he moved from simple disbelief to
an unreserved waspishness by 1887 he was writing in his
notebook such statements as 1 I believe that the old and new
testament were imagined and written by man that no line in
them was authorized by god much less inspired by him 9

and stronger god so atrocious in the old testament and
attractive inin the new the jekylbekyl and hyde of sacred ro-
mance 10 this changed attitude isis seen in his later works and
notebooks the bible absurdity of the almighty s only six
days building the universe and then fooling away twentyfivetwenty five
years building a tow head on the mississippi 11 is a typical
example of the jabs the older twain was taking at the sacred
book of his youth in letters from the earth twain s human-
ized satan writes of the bible to st michael and st gabriel
it is full of interest it has noble poetry in it and some clever

janet brown ed new york 1962 p 5232
reesees p 199
albert bigelow paine mark twain A biography new york 1912

1I 411
quoted in phillip S foner mark twain social critic new york

1958 p 132
quoted in william CS pellowe mark twain pilgrim from hannibalhannihal

new york 1945 p 151
quoted in pellowe p 161
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fables and some blood drenched history and some good
morals and a wealth of obscenity and upwards of a thousand
lies 11212 such antipathy is apparently a long distance from the
good natured irreverence of the innocents abroad

yet despite this steadily evolving change in attitude twain
rees rightly insists never escaped the challenge of the bible
either in his life or inin his art 13 but after all escape was un-
necessary for regardless of twain s own attitude toward the
holy bible he recognized that the scripture was a touchstone
of culture and therefore a source of humor for example
twain s treatment of the book of mormon is prefiguredprefigured in
this passage from the innocents abroad 1869 written some
three years before he published roughing it twain tells of a

pilgrim from the quaker city telling jack van nostrand the
salty westerner turnturneded traveler

here are the fords of the jordan a monumental place at
this very point moses brought the children of israel
through the desert after forty years and brought them
to this spot safe and sound there is the scene of what
moses did

and jack said moses who

oh he says jack you ought not to ask that moses the
great lawgiver moses the great patriot moses the great
warriorwarrior moses the great guide who as I1 tell you brought
these people through these three hundred miles of sand in
forty years and landed them all safe and sound

jack said there s nothinbothin inin that three hundred miles in
40 years ben holliday stagecoachstage coach driver would have
snaked em through in 36 hours 14

A similar instance is seen inin the little known book tom
sawyer abroad where jim huck and tom visit egypt

and when jim got so he could believe it was the land of
egypt he was looking at liehelleile wouldnwouldnt t enter it standing up
but got down on his knees and took off his hat because he
said it wasngasn t fittin for a humble poor nigger to come any
other way where such men had been as moses and joseph
and pharaoh and the other prophets he was a presbyterian

12 12lettersletters from the earth ed bernard devoto new york 1962 p 20
ireesareesrees p 3

mark kwainstwains speeches ed albert bigelow paine new york 1935
p 273
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and had a most deep respect for moses who was a presby-
terian too he said 15

such humor depends heavily upon the reader s familiarity with
the holy bible and twain knew his reader

thus twain s works abound with humorous references to
titles phraseology allusions and characters all vastly more
appealing to the american public than the elevated language
and material urged upon twain by some of his sophisticated
friends at nook farm such titles as daniel in the lion s

den and out again all right extracts from methuselah s

diary letter to satan eve s diary adam s diary and
many others depend upon evoking seriousserious images in the reader s

mind images which are immediately startled by their profane
use inin twain s context likewise his use of biblical phrases
ranging from supplication realms of bliss and noble
souls to spiritual darkness 11 and thousand foldfoidfold16 reveal
his habit of dropping into biblical language and biblical
rhythms a device he would use until the end of his days 17

As with the use of phrases and titles twain s biblical al-
lusions are powerful because they create ludicrous incongruities
between the humdrum and the sacred this is evident inin
twain s treatment of a stockbroker s chances of salvation in
daniel inin the lion s den and out again all right

I1 am of the opinion that a broker can be saved lazarus
was raised from the dead the five thousand were fed with
twelve loaves of bread the water was turned into wine the
israelites crossed the red sea dryshoddryshod and a broker can be
saved true the angel that accomplishes the task may require
all eternity to rest himself inin 18s

he often turns to the ignorant blasphemer to enrich his
allusions the supposedly naivenaive persona of the innocents
abroadinroadstroadatroadibroad looks in vainvalnvainvaln for the pillar of salt which was once lot s

wife 19 and jack van nostrand in the same book spends
much of a scorching afternoon observing a turtle in order to

the writingswirrtingslings of mark twain in the author s national edition 25 vols
volsoisvoisols new york 186919091869 1909 20116

letters from the earth ppap 105106103106105103 106log passim
gladys C bellamy mark twain as a literary artist norman oklahoma

1950 p 109
letters from the barteearthbarre ppap 103106105106103105 106log passim
innocents abroad in the writings of mark twain vol 2 p 345 here-

afterafter IAI1 A
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hear the voice of the turtle in the land and it is van
nostrand who supposedly says on learning the price of boat
hire on the sea of galilee no wonder jesus walked
perhaps the most delightful of these ignorant blasphemersblasphemers are
the negroes in twain s works the most memorable of which
is jim whose argument about sollermunSollermun loaded as it is with
biblical allusions gone wild is one of the comical high points
in the adventures of huckleberry finn

As is evident in captain stormfield s gabriel in report
from paradise and satan in letters from the earth endowing
hallowed biblical figures with unhallowed human traits is an-
other of twain s irreverent devices twain has his favorites
especially adam and eve who figure in A monument to
adam the well known adam s diary eve s diary and
the papers of the adam family but his most beloved
scriptural character and predictably so isis satan for whom
he once told his uncomfortable sunday school teacher that he

had the highest respect 20

mark twain despite his shift from youthful belief to
good natured skepticism and finally to a bitter repudiation

but continued exploitation of the holy bible clearly recog-
nized the bible s impact upon american culture and himself
and he depended heavily upon his reader s familiarity with the
book and upon his own ability to jolt the acquired sensibilities
of the reader by placing the conventional image of the biblical
figure or place in comic relationship to an earthy or
vernacular image the result isis the universal delight which
led william dean howells to say that twain that master of
the familiar and the homespun was the sole incomparable
the lincoln of our literature 21

in what is man and other essays new york 1917 ppap 307309307 309
2williamwilliamawilliam dean howells my mark awaitwaintwain new york 1910 p 101

the importance of the bible to twain can be summarized inin an anecdote told
by an english frifriendend on a visit to twain s hotel room inin london the visitor
noticed an open biblebblebibieabble on the desk and asked twain 1if he had taken up a study
of the scriptures that s a good book twain answanawansweredered with his odd drawl
that s about the most interesting book I1 ever read joe twichell a person
over in connecticut recommended it to me and I1 have been more interested inin
it than in any other book I1 have read for a long time you better read it yourself
it beats any novel or history or work of science that I1 have ever tackled it isis
full of good stories and philosophy it suggests lots of ideas and there s news
in it I1 find things that I1 never heard of before did you ever know that the
english people were mentioned in the bible I1 discovered today that
christ spoke of the british people in the sermon on the mount and reaching
for the book he turned a page or two and read blessed are the meek for they
shall inherit the earth quoted in pellowe p 202
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in turning for humor to other scriptural works including
the apochryphal new testament the koran and mary baker
G eddy s science and health with key to the scriptures as
well as the book of mormon twain and his audience are on
less familiar ground in dealing with these books he therefore
assumes the mantle of spokesman for the majority but his
humor often becomes more heavyhandedheavy handed his incredulity more
undisguised generally he isis speaking now to and for the
confident enlightened nineteenth century american each cer-
tain of the truthfulness and rightness of his own religious be-
liefs and of the peculiarity and dubiousness of the claims of
any minority religion yet twain uses a number of the same
humorous devices applied so effectively inin his handling of
biblical material again the result isis often a breath of fresh
air blown through the pages of these writings old and new

HUMOROUS VIEWS ON OTHER scriptures
in the apochryphal new testament for example which

he treats inin the second half of the innocents abroad twain
discusses such books as the first gospel of the infancy of
jesus christ and the first epistle of clement to the corin-
thians writings which are little known even today among
christian laymen in discussing these books however twain
isis squeamish aware that regardless of how preposterous some
of the tales surrounding jesus childhood may be he is never-
theless on precarious ground still he has some fun in dis-
cussing clement s epistle he cites the passage they carry
themselves high and as prudent men and though they are
fools yet would seem to be teachers adding that this scrip-
ture should be canonized as it so evidently prophetically
refers to the general run of congresses of the united states 11

IA 274.274 however twain exhibits a lapse in his humor
which probably results from his hesitancy to step on ecclesiasti-
cal toes or kick sacred cows instead of ridiculing the apochry
phal books he selects passages which tax the reader s credulity
such as the tale in which the young jesus strikes a playmate
dead for ridiculing his speech or where jesus helps joseph in
miraculously stretching a throne which has been custom built
for herod but isis two inches too narrow

with the koran however he isis less cautious for he can
capitalize on the widespread distaste for islam throughout the
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western world and draw on the contrast between the idealized
images concerning the exotic near east and the unromantic
realities which confronted him while traveling among the fol-
lowers of mohammed when told for example that muslims
cannot drink from wells and streams which christian visitors
have used and thus defiled twain isis solaced by a chance
thought 1 I knew that except these mohammedansMohamm edans repented
they would go straight to perdition someday and they never
repent they never forsake their paganism this thought
calmed me cheered me IA 375373373.375.575 at another point he says

the koran does not permit mohammedansMohammedans to drink and he
cannot resist adding and their natural instincts do not permit
them to be moral he then attacks the sultan s having eight
hundred wives which almost amounts to bigamy it makes
our cheeks burn to see such a thing permitted here inin turkey
we do not mind it so much inin salt lake however JAIA 77.77

As he will later do with mormonism twain delights in
shooting broadsidesbroadsides at sacred muslim institutions he has fun
with mohammed s famous remark made upon turning away
from ancient and revered damascus that man could enter but
one paradise and he preferred to go to the one above and
then went away without entering its gates twain after visit-
ing the city adds if I1 were to go to damascus again I1 would
camp on mohammed s hill about a week and then go away
there isis no need to go inside the walls the prophet was wisewise
without knowing it when he decided not to go down into the
paradise of damascus IA 176.176 he continues this playful
irreverenceirreverence inin describing a visit to the stone from which mo-
hammed allegedly ascended to heaven the angel gabriel
who happened by the merest good luck to be there and who
plays a key role in the koran I1

seized it at the time of the
ascensionascension twain says very few people have a grip like
gabriel the prints of his monstrous fingers two inches deep
are to be seen inin that rock todayto day twain also points out that
mohammed left his footprints inin the solid stone 1 I should
judge that he wore about eighteens he smirksshirks

his treatment of the hindu faith and the institutes of
menu oror manu smriti and the other writings of the hindus
from the rg veda to the bhagavadgitabhagavad gita isis again as with the
koran less specifically oriented about the writings themselves
as about the customs in the second volume of following the
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equator 1897 twain mocks the endless hindu pilgrimages
around the sacred city of benares and concludes by noting that
all of the steps to salvation are worthless if the pilgrim should
die on the wrong side of the ganges for he would come to
life again in the form of an ass this sacred doctrine isis irir-
resistible for twain for the word ass was always a favorite of
his and he writes

the hindoohindmo has a childish and unreasonable aversion to
being turned into an ass it isis hard to tell why one could
properly expect an ass to have an aversion to being turned
into a hindoohindmo one could understand that he could loseiose
dignity by it also self respect and nine tenths of his intelli-
gence but the hindoohindmo changed into an ass wouldnwouldnt t lose
anything unless you count his religion and he would gain
MUmuchch release from his slavery to two million gods and
twenty million priests fakeers holy mendicantsmendicants and other
sacred bacilli he would escape the hindoohindmo hell he would
also escape the hindoohindmo heaven there are advantages which
the hindoohindmo ought to consider then he should go over and
die on the other side of the ganges 22

however twain is full of qualified admiration for the
hindu faith and he makes this clear but admiration is not
generally the basis of humor and twain typically transforms
a serious discussion of a revered swami into mirth when he
obtains an interview with the swami who is twain stresses
a god during the interview twain gives the swami a copy of
huckleberry finn for 1 I thought it might rest him up a little
to mix it in along with his meditations on brahma for he
looked tired and I1 knew that if it didndian t do him any good it
wouldnwouldnt t do him any harm FE 207209.207209207 209 twain s sense
of the comic properly gauges the reader s delight at the audacity
of such a turnabout the obsequious eardearthlingilingailing giving the god
something to read to rest him up thus twain once again
despite his respect for the institution itself finds a delightful
area in which to loose his powerful wit

VIEWS ON MRS EDDY AND HER BOOK

although a similar kind of respect is generally accorded
mrs mary baker G eddy s science and health with key to
the scriptures 1875 twain s close examination of mrs

2222followingfollowing the equator in the writings of mark twain vol 6 p 188
hereafter FE
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eddy s book is too often hampered by his thinly veiled wasp-
ishnessishness often funny the book isis nevertheless uneven inin its
approach for twain frequently strays from broad and delight-
ful jabs into a miremire of petty pickings through which the reader
soon grows weary of following the resulting book christian
science 1907 is a loose and chaotic compilation of several
articles which twain wrote about the movement 23 it deserves
little serious attention except in our present context of asses-
sing twain s comic devices in the treatment of holy writ which
the adherents of christian science claim science and health
to be of especial interest is that the book echoes in its uneven
and often tasteless humor many of the devices which twain
had used years earlier inin his less extensive and somewhat less
vitriolic treatment of the book of mormon

he wrote the articles on christian science as a disappointed
man who had turned hopefully to the movement inin his search
for a satisfying intellectual answer to the problem of faith his
book isis the impatient result of his disillusionment he predicts
however that inin christian science will riserise another monolithic
power comparable to the catholic church or standard oil
with all of their totalitarian evils a prediction which today
seems incredible twain isis cynically critical of mrs eddy s

willingness to accept money for her church a willingness
which he refers to time after time in his half serious half
mocking analysis of science and health chuckling at the
church s claim that the book isis the one spoken of in the book of
revelation he typically mixesmixes the profane and the sublime to
speak in mock praise of

the little book exposed inin the sky eighteen centuries ago
by the flaming angel of the apocalypse and handed down inin
our day to mrs mary baker G eddy of new hampshire
and translated by her word for word into english with
help of a polisher and now published and distributed inin
hundreds of editions by her at a clear profit per volume
above cost of seven hundred percent a profit which dis-
tinctly belongs to the angel of the apocalypse and let him
collect it if he can CS 4546.454645 46

christian science inin the writings of mark twain vol 15 p 234254 here-
after CS the book is comprised mainly of artarticlesiclescies wrwrittenttenaten for cosmopolitan

christian science and the book of mrs eddy 27 factfoct 18891 58598585 98 and
harpers weekly mark twain and christian science 46 fdezfdec 27 19021
2022 47 arjanfjanrjan 27 19031 145 note eddy s authorized ededitionnondon of science and
health with key to the scriptures boston 1874 1906 has been used in pre-
paring this paper
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twain s professed admiration for the book and predictions
for its bright future are not inin harmony with his feelings for
mrs eddy so he spends a great many pages attempting to
prove that a ghost writer and not mrs eddy wrote the book
an original but dubious claim

however in trying with mock sincerity to ascertain whether
god or mrs eddy wrote the book twain cites mrs eddy s

statement of january 1901 that

I1 should blush to write of science and health jicsicticsicjic bluithluithwithwita key
to the scriptures as I1 have were it of human origin and 1I
apart from god its author but as I1 was only a scribe echoing
the harmonies of heaven in divine metaphysic I1 cannot be
supermodest of the christian science textbooktext book CS 42.42

after projecting mrs eddy s evidence that the book was
indeed written by god twain feigns confusion by showing
that mrs eddy herself frequently claimed to be the book s

author he quotes her as saying when the demand for this
book increased the copywrightcopywright was infringed I1 entered a
suit at law and my copywrightcopywright was protected comments
twain thus it is plain that she did not plead that the deity
was the verbal author for if she had done that she would
have lost her case as he chuckles no foreigner can acquire
copyright in the united states CS 140.140 had twain but
known he could earlier have made a similar case against joseph
smith the mormon prophet

twain sums up his case in mock confusion showing that
mrs eddy wrote the book but didndian t write the book after
reviewing additional statements by her concerning the book s

authorship twain again summarizessummarizes 1 mrs eddy furnished
the ideas and the language 2 god furnished the ideas and
the language and he adds it is a great comfort to have
the matter authoritatively settled CS 143.143145 but he groans

Is that it we shall never know for mrs eddy is liable to
testify again at any time CS 143.143145 this mock confusion
this exaggeration and tearing from context should not offend
christian scientists for such piling on of mock evidence mere-
ly amuses though eventually wearies the reader

twain then spends twenty four pages weighing mrs eddy s

prepresciencescience and health style in the balance and finds it want-
ing citing several instances of bad poetry careless and am
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biguousbiduous sentences dangling and misplaced modifiers he con-
cludes that her proofreaderproof reader should have been shot CS

119.119ilg one of his many illustrations of such faulty writing is

his spiritual noumenon and phenomenon silence portraiture
to this he responds

I1 realize that noumenon is a daisy and I1 will not deny
that I1 shall use it whenever I1 am inin the company which I1

think I1 can embarrass with it but at the same time I1 think
it isis out of place among friends in an autobiography
and you cannot silence portraiture with a noumenon if

portraiture should make a noisenoise a way could be found to
silence it but even then it could not be done with a nou-
menon not even with a brick some authorities think CS

119121.119121119 121

such humorous criticisms then are clear echoes of his treat-
ment of the book of mormon thirty six years earlier in
christian science however twain s humor is not the light-
hearted irreverence of his youth it is more juvenalian based
more on the carefully contrived piling on of exaggeration
sneering and pulling from context than on the quick sharp
but good humored jabs of his earlier writing jabs which made
his treatment of mormonscormons themselves so amusing though as
shall be seen his treatment of mormon scripture was hardly
more successful

MARK TWAINS TREATMENT OF

THE BOOK OF MORMON IN CONTEXT

set in the context of his other assassinations of holy writ
and religious customs east and west mark twain s humorous
treatment of the book of mormon and the peculiarities of
latter day saint institutions becomes more meaningful

certainly the mormonscormons were not strangers to twain hail-
ing from hannibal missouri samuel L clemens was but three
years old when governor lilburn W boggs issued his infa-
mous extermination order of october 27 1838 and though
he was then too young to understand the issues young sam
must have heard a great deal about the mormonscormons throughout
his youth for the harassed saints settled in nauvoo illinois
only fifty miles upstream from the clemens hannibal home
the mormon migration westward along with mysterious tales
of danitescanitesDanites massacres and polygamy seem to have fired
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twain s imagination just as they fired the imaginations of most
nineteenth century americans

thus when he had occasion while enroute to carson city
in 1862 to visit the saints in their mecca on the great salt
lake twain rejoiced at the opportunity to see the nefariousnefarious
saints at firsthand and proposed tongue in cheek that he
might even institute a much needed reform among the poor
benighted souls the brief visit loosely recorded inin chapters
12 through 17 in roughing it is a generally fictional account
which purports to describe conditions among the mormonscormons
at that time and to analyze the book of mormon the sacred
book of the latter day saints having aroused the curiosity of
the reader twain appends to his book a long excerpt from
mrs C V waitewakewahewalte s entertaining book the mormon prophet
and his harem a typical anti mormon history of theperiodthe period
in which mrs waite charges brigham young with ordering
among other atrocities the infamous mountain meadow mas-
sacre of 1857

mark twain s treatment of the mormonscormons and their insti-
tutions is delightful and the anecdotes whichhewhich he compiles con-
cerning brigham young and polygamy continue to delight
readers mormon and non mormon alike As a closer look
will demonstrate however his mock analysis of the book of
mormon is much more heavyhandedheavy handed and uneven and twain
encounters many of the same difficulties which he would con-
front thirty years laterincaterinlater in writing of science and health

readers of twain s burlesque analysis of the book of
mormon must constantly keep in mind as must readers of
christian science innocents abroad following the equator
or virtually any of twain s works thathisthethisthat his intention is always
to make people laugh to achieve this end he wrenches from
context exaggerates misunderstands intentionally or uninten-
tionallytionally and distorts all of this in treating any scripture but
especially in treating the book of mormon is to exploit for
the sake of humor and the mormon question was a popu-
lar topic replete with highly humorous potential twain s typ-
ically funny irreverent and pseudo authoritative dismissal of
the book of mormon as a non vicious kind of hoax should
therefore be appreciated for what it is and not dismissed as
it is by some as a maliciously misguided attempt to write off
the mormonscormons and their book
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however twain s unfamiliarity with the book of mormon
his audience s unfamiliarity with the book and his obvious
strain in groping for humor in the book s content combined to
thwart his usual humorous soaring by pinning him to a book
which forced him first to educate his audience as to the nature
of the book then second to make fun of the material he had
just introduced this necessity of setting up his own target be-
fore he could fire at it caused twain to be unsteady in his
firing and uncertain in his aim and more misses than hits oc-
cur twain would face a similar problem in writing christian
science but the main difference is that in treating the mor
mons there is no veiled bitterness there is only a sense of real
or mock condescension

still in treating the book of mormon twain applies many
of his standard devices the same mock serious analysis the
same irreverent naughty boy or belch in the parlor kind of
roughshod humor so popular in nineteenth century america
and as was typical in his treatment of other sacred writings
in order to forestall coming to grips with the text of the book
itself twain spends four of the ten pages devoted to the book
of mormon inin discussing extraneous material specifically the
nonscripturalnon scriptural introduction to the book strangely or perhaps
not so strangely twain fills the other six pages with two
pages of quotation from one chapter in the book of ether
one page of commentary on the same chapter one page of
quotation and commentary on two chapters from I11 nephi and
half a page on several well discussed verses on polygamy from
the book of jacob 22326223 26 35 his haphazard use of four
relatively unimportant passages from only five chapters of the
book together with a complete lack of any controlling aware-
ness of the book s total content as well as the glaring omission
of many possible humorous passages combine with numerous
errors to convince the man who has read the book of mormon
that twain has not he is again perpetrating one of his choice
literary hoaxes this time at the expense of the mormonscormonsMormons

As has been demonstrated one of his favorite comiccomic de-
vices isis sweeping a sentence from context and distorting it
through picking at the wording twain got no further than the
title page itself which contains the statement wherefore
the book of mormon is an abridgementabridgement of the people of

nephi hid up unto thedie lord hid up says twain
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derisively is good and so is wherefore though why where-
fore any other word would have answered as well though
in truth it would not have sounded so scriptural RI 111.111iliiii
such humorous quibbling prepares the innocent reader for fur-
ther attacks and falsely strengthens his confidence in twain s

seemingly close reading of the text twain then moves three
or four pages further into the book still inin the introduction
and reproduces the complete testimony of the three witn-
esses delightfully and irreverently mocking their claim that
an angel appeared showed them the plates and probably took
their receipt for it RI 111.111lii he follows this with the

complete testimony of eight additional witnesses he ridicules
the wording of their declaration and lights perceptively on the
fact that the document is signed by eight witnesses comprised
of four whitmerswhittersWhitmers three smiths and one lone outsider chuckles
twain 1 I could not feel more satisfied and at rest if the entire
whitmer family had testified RI 112113.112113112 113 this is good
humor regardless of the tenderness of one s toes

now established in the reader s mind as an authority on
the book twain sets about undermining the book as merely
a prosy detail of imaginary history RI 110 by exposing
its faults what follows is doubly funny to the latter day saint
and at least funny to the non mormon reader for twain in
every instance has purposely misread the book the mormon
reader like the christian science reader is comforted by
twain s clear lack of expertise so he is able to laugh not only
at twain s humor but at twain s often bumbling distortions
the non mormon can enjoy the humor on the level at which
twain introduces it as sheer burlesque

A closer look at a few of the errors in twain s gentle
mocking of the book again reveals twain s method in handling
scripture for example he turns to the passage in I11 nephi
in which nephi notes that the family of lehi used an instru-
ment called the liaLlaliahonahona in finding their directions while
enroute from the old world to the new twain seizes on
this instrument as an anachronistic compass noting smugly
that the travelers appear to have had the advantage of noah
all the while ignoring the text s explanation that the so called
compass was a miraculously powered ball not a magnetic
compass which operated commensurate to the faith of the
travelers indeed a kind of new world pillar of fire
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A similarly advantageous misreading occurs in his treatment
of the book of ether 152 twain introduces coriantumr
an ancient general who experiences the gotterdammerungg&terdmnzerung of
his people ether writes of coriantumr at theendtheandthe end of the final
battle there had been slain two millions of mighty men and
also their wives and children say 5000000 or 6000000
in all adds twain and he began to sorrow in his heart

unquestionably it was time twain smirksshirks ripRIYrl 117.117 here
the author typically fails to note the facts that Coriancorlancoriantumrcorianturnrturnr had
been cursed by god through the prophet ether to outlive his
people unless he repented prior to the battle not until the long
war has destroyed his people does coriantumr belatedly recall
the words of ether and humble himself before god the
actual scripture reads

he saw that there had been slain by the sword already nearly
two millions of his people and he began to sorrow inin his
heart yea there had been slain two millions of mighty men
and also their wives and their children which I1 interpret
to be included among the two million slain he began to
repent of the evil which he had done he began to remember
the words which had been spoken by the mouth of all the
prophets and he saw then thatthathataheytheytAhey were filled thus far every
wit and his soul mourned and refused to be comforted

ether 1523.15231521523 3

unquestionably it was time for coriantumr to repent of his
sins but it is funnier the way twain reads it especially
when he adds the devastating comment that he understands it
was the most remarkable battle set forth in history except
perhaps that of the kilkenny cats which it resembles in some
respects RI 117.117

in an often clumsy attempt to fill pages typical of twain
at his worst he then devotes nearly two pages to a transcrip-
tion of the grand battle described in the book of ether which
ends with ether s words and he went forth and beheld that
the words oftheodtheof the lord had all been fulfilled and he finished
his record and the hundredth part I1 have not written drawls
twain whose taste was for more exciting stuff it seems a
pity he did not finish for after all his dreary former chapters
of common place he stopped just as he was inin danger of be-
coming interesting ijRI 119.119ilg twain s humor again triumphs
over the facts for in the few pages of this so called common-
place book 1 1 god reveals himself physically to an ancient
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prophet 2 jesus christ appears several hundred years be-
fore his birth 53 the jareditesJared ites a pre nephite emigrant
group cross the ocean inin submaidsubmaisubmarineine irkelikeirge vessels 4 two major
wars are fought 5 an important king loses and regains his
throne and 6 curiouscurious anianimalsaninialsnials the curelomscur eloms and cumoms
are introduced surely twain could have had fun with those
these commonplace events culminate inin the massivemassive
slaughter at the hill cumorah described by twain yet twain
calls the book of ether which contains thirty one of the most
exciting pages inin the book of mormon dreary and common
place he could have done better than that

another error for humor s sake arisesarises inin his treatment of
1 nephi the first book inin the book of mormon twain mismlsmismls
takenly claims nephinephlnepal finished his noah s ark actually a
very conventional ship inin a single day the book contains no
specific mention of the time lapse but the textual implication
isis clearly that it took some time at least enough for several
incidents of insubordination and for the young and sometimes
at least self righteous nephi to go frequently into the mount
to receivereceive architectural instructions from the lord himself 11 I

nephi 17 18 another event which twain might have taken
advantage of

one of the grossest distortions however lies inin twain s

obviously insecureinsecure and ambiguous treatment of 3 nephi
simply called the book of nephi by twain the book of 3

nephinephlnepal wherein jesus christ appears to the nephitesNephites following
his resurrection isis perhaps the most important single book in
the book of mormon during his brief stay among the
nephitesNephites jesus repeats the same gospel preached earlier to his
followers inin jerusalem he organizes a church and bestowsbestons his
priesthood upon twelve disciples so unfamiliar isis twain with
the book that he seems uncertain as to whether or not the
episodes are embellished recountingsrecount ings of christ s life inin jeru-
salem or new events among the nephitesNephites a seriousserious misunder-
standing unenhanced by any attempt at humor to recapture
his wavering confidence and evoke a bit of humor helieite comments
on the conclusion of the ministering angels passage which
reads and they were inin number about two thousand and five
hundred souls and they did consist of men women and
children and what else would they be likely to consist of
he chuckles of course even here he depends heavily upon the
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reader s unfamiliarity with the text and upon his own super-
ficial reading for the original passage is clearly stressing that
no one was excluded from christ s blessing a re emphasis of
the suffer the little children gesture of jesus while inin jeru-
salem

though it doesndoean t really matter other insignificant errors
abound for example twain enumerates the names of the
fifteen books comprising the book of mormon and mistakenly
includes among them the record of zeniff an account contained
in the book of mosiah while failing to include the fourth
book of nephi even his spoof on the book s redundant and
ubiquitous phrase and it came to pass 11

isis a typically inac-
curate though delightful exaggeration twain claims that if
smith had left that out his bible would have been only a
pamphlet 1RII 110111.110111110 111 this is a bit of humor which
survives the literalist s observation that foreign language edi-
tions of the book printed without the repetitive phrase still
run to more than five hundred pages pages filled incidental-
ly with much more matter than twain manages in his chapter
on the book of mormon but far less amusing

so twain s desire to spring aboard a popular bandwagon
of anti mormon sentiment impels him to attack vigorously and
humorously a book which he has apparently not read but had
his animosity towards the latter day saints been really serious
he might have attempted a bonafide study of the book as he
did with mrs eddy s book in that case his chapter in roughing
it might have evolved into a more delightful and perhaps more
authoritative work but probably not for his shallow and often
clumsy gropingsgroupingsgropings while humorous are too crude too ir-
relevant he misses too many opportunities for far more
devastating jabs at the book opportunities which a competent
humorist such as twain must certainly have exploited had he
enjoyed any degree of familiarity with the book for example
twain accuses joseph smith of smouchingshouchingsmouch ing a word he at-
tributes inin a footnote to milton the entire book from the
new testament and no credit given RI 119 and that
1 nephi is somehow a plagiarism of the old testament RI
115 but he fails to present any specific evidence his un-
familiarity with the book causes him to overlook several chap-
ters in I11 nephi which have been literally smouchedsmouchsmouchered from
isaiah although credit is given as well as the meaty and
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exciting book of alma wherein alma and his companion have
adventures which are strikingly parallel to those of paul and
timothy and his confused treatment of 53 nephi ignores the
fact that many of christ s words to the nephitesNephites are verbatim
quotations from the new testament with no credit given
in addition although he does include the standard note about
the passages inin jacob inin which the lord forbids polygamy
twain ignores too many of the major books and too many of
the supposed flaws which critics who have read the book of
mormon have regularly delighted in pointing out since its first
publication in 18501830

still some of twain s dogmatic assertions about the book
are widely appreciated by modern mormon and gentile readers
alike his pronouncement that the book is such a pretentious
affair and yet so slow so sleepy such an insipid mess of in-
spiration it is chloroform inin print RI 110 isis universally
quoted and some would claim not totally wrong and appli-
cable in fact to any scripture 224 and twain s final assessment
of the book often quoted with obsequious condescension by
well meaning ministers who themselves may not wish to read
the book isis phrased so as not to offend anti mormon senti-
ments yet provide at the same time a kind of innocuousinnocuous sop to
the fair minded reader or the mormon deafened by twain s
loud rattling wagon of delight says twain clothed in his
spurious gown of authority the mormon bible is rather stupid
and tiresome to read but there is nothing vicious in its teach-
ings its code of morals is unobjectionable RI 119

ON MORMONS AND THEIR PECULIAR institutions
despite the author s distortions inin treating the book of

mormon the reader cannot fail to appreciate twain s genius
for capitalizing upon the humor found in juxtaposing the pro-
fane and the sublime and the reader must also appreciate
on close reading that if twain generally failed in his heavy-
handed humorous treatment of the book of mormon he suc-
ceeded admirably in his hilarious reporting on the mormon
people and their peculiar institutions

in treating these institutions mark twain is clearly more

compare2compare twain s assessment of the book of mormon with thomas carl-
yle s dictum on the koran it ethe koranikoran iss as toilsome reading as I1 ever
undertook a wearisome confused jumble crude incondite
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comfortable he tells for example of taking supper with a
destroying angel one of that band of saints who are set

apart by the church to conduct permanent disappearances of
obnoxious citizens RI 91.91gi although as he tells us hebe has
his shudder ready he was instead appalled at what he found

but alas for all our romances he the destroying angel
was nothing but a loud profane offensive old blackguard
he was murderous enough possibly to fill the bill of a
destroyer but would you have any kind of an angel devoid
of dignity could you abide an angel in an unclean shirt
and no suspenders could you respect an angel with a horse-
laugh and a swagger like a buccaneer RI 912.91291 2

here twain is more at home he is up to his old tricks again
this time making light of an apparently mythical institution
which had nonetheless evoked chills in the backbones of readers
of nineteenth century anti mormon fiction

A similar kind of exaggeration is used by twain to point
up the clean and healthy aspects of mormondom a fact which
some would be reformers sometimes chose to ignore he in-
sists that his acquaintances inin salt lake city declared that
there was only one physician in the place and he was arrested
every week regularly and held to answer under the vagrant act
for having no visible means of support RI 96.96gg but this
and most of the stories which twain treats in roughing it must
be considered as fiction twain was as ever out totellbotellto tellteilteli a funnytunny
story not relate history for by the time he wrote the narrative
his stagecoach ride across the plains was a dim memory

indeed years later when he came to write of his overland
trip he wrote to his older brother orion with whom he had
traveled from missouri to nevada do you remember any of
the scenes names incidents or adventures of the coach trip
for I1 remember next to nothing about the matter jot down a
foolscap page of items for me 2325 we can probably assume
thenmenuen that his study of the book of mormon and his exam-
ination of mormon institutions emerged not from some basic
irritation or anger as did hisarticleshis articles on christian science but
from the need to fill his funny book about a tenderfoot out
west with the kind of rollicking humor which his readers had
come to expect the implications of such a motivation are im-
portantportant

introduction to RI p xiii by henry nash smith
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the visit of twain to brigham young as well as the hilari-
ous stories which he recounts about brigham s marital diffi-
culties have become even more hilarious with the passage of
time ranging from the breastpin which brigham purchased for
his darling no 6 excuse my calling her thus as her other
name has escaped me for the moment RI 105103 to brigham s

mighty power over his subjects to the problem of keeping such
a household in teething rings papa s watches and bedsteads
which brigham finally solves by building a bedstead seven feet
long and ninety six feet wide these anecdotes about mormon
folkwaysfolkways are enduring classic examples of twain s genius for
exaggeration and the tall tale and remain among the choicest
gems of literature about the mormonscormonsMormons

yet perhaps none of these accounts reveals twain so clearly
as his comment on polygamy mocking this time the thousand
would be reformers of mormon institutions as well as the
saints twain regrets that his stay among the saints was so
short that we had no time to make the customary inquisition
into the works of polygamy and get up the usual statistics and
deductions preparatory to calling the attention of the nation at
large once more to the matter twain insists in jest that he

had the will to do it with the gushing self sufficiency of
youth I1 was feverish to plunge in headlong and achieve a
great reform here until I1 saw the mormon women then I1
was touched my heart was wiser than my head it warmed
toward these poor ungainly and pathetically homely
creatures and as I1 turned to hide the generous moisture in
my eyes I1 said no the man that marriesmarries one of them has
done an act of christian charity which entitles him to the
kindly applause of mankind not their harsh censure and
the man that marriesmarries sixty of them has done a deed of
openhandedopen handed generosity so sublime that the nations should
stand uncovered inin his presence and worship in silence

RI 101.101loliol

this kind of witty twist in which mark twain not only
tweaks the noses of the myriad critics of mormondom but pro-
vides a complete turnabout of the standard recommendation
by such reformers by suggesting instead an awful reverence
for thediedle polygamist isis typical as we have seen of his irreverent
treatment of religious themes and holy scriptures in general

thus twain crashes scrapes and blasts his way across the
toes of many serious minded americans and others but few
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are offended for the familiarly blatant tall tale exaggerations
distortions and shocking juxtapositionsjuxtapositions strike home not to in-
flict lasting pain but enduring humor on reading mark
twain s gentle blasphemies whether concerning the almighty
or his foible prone creations everybody including the victim
has a good time

conclusion
in the sunset of his life if such a tranquil image can be

rightfully applied to mark twain an admiring lady said to
him oh mr clemensclem ens how god must love you after she
had left the room twain remarked to his friends she evidently
hasnchasn t heard of our strained relations 2 the strain was not
wholly from twain s side however for the almighty that
inspirer of holy writ may well have looked askance upon
this bristling earthling who during a long career had auda-
ciously taken it upon himself to criticize several of the al-
mighty s own writing endeavors as well as those of theproshepro
pheticaphetic scribes who had served him so well so though most
readers on reading twain s treatment of the scripture and
customs of god s people early and late learn to chuckle toler-
antly at twain s amazing sense of humor most of the same
readers come to hope for twain s sake and their own that
the almighty has a sense of humor proportionate to his
greatness

quoted in pellowe p 151



thomas L barnes
coroner of carthage

STANLEY B KIMBALL

during the latter part of the nineteenth century a one time
carthage illinois physician thomas langley barnes wrote
two letters to his daughter which have recently come to light
and which present some new firsthand information about the
martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith 1

barnes 181219011812 1901 son of michael and elizabeth west
barnes I1 one of the earliest settlers of hancock county lived
at carthage the county seat and married a young widow
laurinda burbank there he practiced medicine in the

carthage area although he did not receive his MD from the
university of missouri until 1851 and had a good sized
practice extending across the mississippi to the iowa shore
he served for a time at least during 1845 also as a justice
of the peace sometime later he moved to ukiahukich california
where he practiced medicine until he died 2

he was living in carthage inin 1839 and 1840 when the
saints were driven from missouri in his first letter he states

I1 was well acquainted with the smith family jo hyram
and bill I1 believe I1 have seen the old padriacpatriac joseph smith

dr kimball professor of history at southern illinois university at edwardsvilleEdwardsville
has studied widely on church origins he is also a member of the editorial
board of dialogue A journal of mormon thought

thehe letters to mrs miranda haskett ukiahukich callcalicailcaliforniafornia are dated novem-
ber 1 and november 9 1897 the original letters are now inin the possession of
mrs donald E martin a great granddaughter of barnes of santa rosa
Califorcalifornianl a copies are on flfilefliele at the huntington library illinois state historical
library and at southern illinois university edwardsvilleEdwardsville all but the final
quotation from barnes are taken from his letter

this information gleaned from thomas gregg history of hancock co
illinoisillinoischicagochicago 1880 p 688 correspondence with the alumni association of
the university of missouri the methodist church ukiahukich california mrs
donald E martin of santa rosa california and the journal history
september 24 1845 inin the LDS church historian s office
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sr their father as he was called I1 knew brigham young
and most of the twelve apostilsapostils I1 knew sydney rigdonandRigrigdondonandand
I1 think I1 knew nearly all their prominent men I1 was quite
well acquainted with daniel H wells who joine&themjoined them after
they came to nauvoo and who came to be one of their prom-
inent men

although these letters reveal that he believed many of the
malicious lies and rumors about the mormonscormons of that period
considering the general style and tone of contemporary anti
mormon sentiment barnes was temperate and tried to be fair 3

he was both attending physician and probably the coroner
after the mob attacked the carthage jail and murdered joseph
and hyrum he remembered vividly this act of violence all his
life and most of what he writes about inin his letters relates to
this incident he was most anxiousanxious to explain to his daughter
miranda that he had had nothing to do with the violence of
that time and that he deplored it

he first appears in church history in connection with the
destruction of the expositor an anti mormon newspaper pub-
lished in nauvoo in june 1844 barnes was one of several
who on june 13 accompanied david bettisworth constable of
hancock county to nauvoo to aid in the arrest of hyrum
smith WW phelps john taylor and others for the destruc-
tion of the expositor by nine in the morning all those
arrested were released by the municipal court of nauvoo which
drew its extraordinary powers from the unusually liberal
nauvoo city charter later that day barnes attended a mass
meeting of the anti mormon citizens of hancock county at
carthage and reported what had happened at nauvoo 4

five days later on june 18 it was alleged inin an affidavit
that barnes did not care for the governor thomas ford
of illinois and had rather that the governor would side with
smith that they the mob were coming to nauvoo with a
sufficient force to take smith and if the people endeavored to
prevent them they should kill the people 3

frontier towns frequently became centers of refuge for various sorts of
lawbreakers it was the stealing of such elements inin missouri and illinois who
claiming to be mormonscormonsMormons brought much persecution to the church

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed BH roberts vol 6 salt lake city 1950 ppap 4606146546061460 6146561 465

5ibleiblibidid ppap 502503502 503 this affidavit concerning threats of invasion from
missouri was sworn before aaron johnson a justice of the peace in hancock
county by two mormonscormonsMormons cyrus canfield and gilbert belknap
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about a week later joseph smith voluntarily went to
carthage on june 24 to face charges of treason against the
state and people of illinois on the morning of june 25 joseph
and hyrum surrendered themselves to constable bettisworth
barnes says that he accompanied bettisworth when the writs
were served and spent some time in conversation with joseph
smith possibly because of this personal visit with the prophet
he modified his radical feelings for in relation to the murder
of joseph and hyrum on the twenty seventh he condemns the
brave guards who were supposed to have protected the

prisoners they fired blank cartridges over the heads of the
mob my impression is that they were equally guilty as any
one of themobthemosthe mob

his account of the attack is as follows

it appears that one of the balls in the commencement
of the attack passed through a panel of the door and hit
hyram inin his neck which probably broke his neck he fell
back and died as I1 was informed instantly when I1 went
into the room shortly afterwards his head was laying against
the wall on the other side of the room from the door

the attacking party forced the door open and commenced
firing at smith as he staggered across the floor to the
opposite side of the room where there was a window it
is said that there he gave the hailing sign of the distress of a
mason but that it did him no good in the room behind him
were armed men furious men with murder in their hearts
before him around the well under the window there was a
crowd of desperate men as he was receiving shots from
behind which he could not stand in desperation he leaped
or rather fell out of the window near the well where he
breathed his last 6 when I1 found him soon afterwards he was
laying in the hall at the foot of the stairs where his blood
had as I1 believe left indelableindexableindelable stains on the floor

these tragic reminiscences which at the time of the writing
of the letter were more than fifty years old continue with a
reference to john taylor

shall I1 not try to describe the wounds that taylor
received and got over them well let me tell you where we
found him I1 cannot impress on your mind of his appearance

this firsthand account by a non mormon can well be used to cancel out
the impression which gregg strains to give that the mob s only purpose was to
take the prisoners and run them into missouri gregg history of hancock
co ppap 324325324325.324525524525324 325 whether or not joseph smith actually gave the masonic
distress call however is very debatable
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as he appeared to us when wl were taken to him by the
jailer

we found him in a pile of straw it appeared that a
straw bed had been emptied in the cell where he was when
we found him he was very much frightened as well as
severely wounded it took strong persuading of the jailer as
well as our positive assurance that we meant him no harm
when we examined him we found that he had been hit by
four balls one ball had hit him inin his forearm and passed
down and lodged inin the hand between the phalanges a

finger bone of his third and fourth fingers another hit him
on the left side of the pelvis cutting through the skin
leaving a superficial wound that you could lay your hand in
A third ball passed through his thigh lodging in his noties
lymph nodes of the groin A fourth ball hit his watch

which he had in the fob in his pantaloons which I1 suppose
the mormonscormons have today to show the precise time that their
great leader was killed 7

the wounds had bled quite freely the blood had had time
to coagulate he was a pitiful looking sight we took the
best care of him we could till he left us he got well but
never paid us for skill or good wishes 8

his story continues with the following information about wil-
lard richardsrichards9richardso9

you want to know what has become of richards he was
not hurt you will ask how did it happen that his comradscomrada

were so badly treated and he came off without receiving
any damage whatever it was in this way as I1 suppose I1 think
he told me so the four braced themselves against the door
to keep the mob out he stood next to the hinges of the door
so when the door opened it would turn back against the
wall shutting him up against the wall and he stood
there and did not move till the affair was all over so that
they did not see him

after we were through with taylor I1 went to richards
and said to him richards what does all this mean who done
it said he doctor I1 do not know but I1 believe it was some

this watch can be seen at the bureau of information on temple square in
salt lake city utah

compare this with taylor s own account in BH roberts life of john
taylor salt lake city 1892 p 139 sixty eight years later when raymond
taylor of provo utah a grandson of john taylor learned of this he wanted
retroactively to correct this the barnes family wrote him that they had quit
claimed the bill to me I1 then suggested that raymond taylor close the matter
by sending me a check for 100loo1.00100 which was done see church news feb 22
1965.1965

seeee the oft reprinted account by richards himself among other places
it is reprinted in E cecil mcgavin s nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city
1946 ppap 132133132 133
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Missourmissouriansians that came over and have killed brothers joseph
and hyram and wounded bro taylor said I1 to him do you
believe that he said I1 do says 1I will you write that down
and send it to nauvoo he said he would if he could find any
person to take it I1 told him if he would write it I1 would
send it 10

shortly thereafter perhaps that same day barnes went to
nauvoo after leaving nauvoo he reported to the anti mormon
forces that the mormonscormons were defending themselves the
result was that thatI1 brave body of mormon exterminators
struck camp and in a short time they were making better time
to leave nauvoo behind than they were the day before to reach
the mormonscormonsMormons 11 persecution did not cease however with the
murder of joseph and hyrum it continued to break out inter-
mittently and the church leaders finally agreed to leave illinois
in the spring of 1846 still sporadic violence continued so the
less violent anti mormonscormons of carthage and vicinity called a
public meeting for the evening of november 18 1845 in
the court house for the purpose of rejecting and deprecating
such acts and perpetrations against the mormonscormonsMormons thomas
L barnes was appointed secretary of the meeting the follow-
ing resolution was made and unanimously adopted12adopted12

THE resolution
whereas we have learned that outrages have recently been

committed against the mormonscormons in hancock county by
burning the house of one and taking the life of another
wherefore resolved that we the anti mormon citizens of
carthage and vicinity reject and deprecate such acts that we
look upon these perpetrators whoever they may be not only
as criminals but as our enemiesenemies and will use our endeavors to
bring them to justice

resolved that we approve of the course of major
william b1baB warren and those under his command the

thehe note was as follows carthage jail 8 oclock 5 min pm june 27
joseph and hyrum are dead taylor wounded not badly I1 am well our guard
was forced as we believe by a band of Missourmissouriansians from 100 to 200 the job
was done in an instant and the party fled towards nauvoo instantly this is
as I1 believe it the citizens here are afraid of the mormonscormonsMormons attacking them
I1 promise them no W richards NB the citizens promise us protection
alarm guns have been fired john taylor see BH roberts A comprehensive
history of the church vol 2 salt lake city 1930 ppap 289290289 290

barnes second letter november 9

from the original resolution found among the mayson brayman papers at
the chicago historical society library brayman was a lawyer appointed by
governor ford to help arrange for the removal of the mormonscormons from illinois
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illinois volunteers in reference to the difficulties of this
county that we feel entirely satisfied to leave the manage-
ment of the same solely with them and will as the times
exert our influence to prevent interference or interruption
and aid them inin preserving peace and good order in this
community

resolved that we prefer and the history of our diffi-
culties shows that we have ever preferred to suffer wrong
rather than become wrong doers and that the public abroad
would do great injustice to us and to their own candor to
confound us with or hold us inin any way accountable for the
violent acts of a few reckless individuals such as civil com-
motions will always bring together for mischief

resolved that inasmuch as the anti mormonscormons of hancock
county have referred their grievances to the citizens of the
surrounding counties and they have resolved inin a convention
held inin carthage on the ist and 2ndand days of october last
that they will aid us in getting rid of the mormonscormonsMormons and
have fixed a time for their deportation spring 1846
and inasmuch as the governor of the state has stationed a
force here at our request to protect us and keep the peace
till such time arrivesarrives that it is the bounden duty of every
anti mormon of this county to keep the peace himself and to
aid in seeing it kept by all until the time fixed by said
convention and the failure to do so on the part of any anti
mormon isis a breach of plighted faith to the citizens of sur-
rounding counties is an insult to the commander and his
forces stationed here and ought to be visited with its proper
punishment

signed john W marsh
JH sherman
OC skinner

which report was unanimously adopted a copy
furnished the quincy papers and warsaw signal for publi-
cation

thomas L barnes sec elam S freeman chairman

the mob elements did not completely keep this agreement
and tension became so great that the mormonscormons were forced
to commence their exodus in february 1846 the carthage
resolutions however were effective enough to give the saints
a breathing spell and about ninety percent of them got out of
the nauvoo area before violence recommenced in july violence
which led to the battle of nauvoo in mid september of that
year
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nothing more is known about barnes further involvement
with the mormonscormonsMormons As noted above he later moved to ukiahukich
california attended the methodist church and practiced medi-
cine there until he died in i1901go i

these letters throw some valuable and interesting light on
the greatest tragedy in mormon history barnes account of the
murder should help set aside much of the material which has
been written either to whitewash the murderers and the deed
or to deprecate the church
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hovers empties

into air a mask

to lisp the silences

of the heart

dr hume is assistant professor otof english at radford college radford va
her poetry has been published widely
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DAY OF THE LAMANITE
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A NOTE ON
DAY OF THE LAMANITE

VALOY EATONBATON

I1 painted this painting because of my extreme interest in
the indian placement program of the church the boy on the
left the one kneeling is my foster son jerry plummer a nav-
ajo frcmfram gallup new mexico he has been part of our family
for four years during wlwhichil

i ch time we have been amazed at the
progress he has made as a priesthood holder in the church and
a potential leader of his people the boy in the middle verdi
stone from arizona was chosen for the painting because of
his classic features andhisanahisand his fine spiritual attitude the boy on
the right david bona is a friend of mine from my ward

I1 have a love and respect for the indian people having
been raised in eastern utah near the ute reservation and hav-
ing spent the summer of 1964 living with and working with the
youth in a recreation camp for the ute tribe

one of my most enjoyable duties was to load some of these
young people into a bus and drive them to MIA on tuesday
evenings it was most inspiring to watch them stand and re-
cite the MIA theme that year which was the promise given to
the lamanitesLamanites by moroni in the book of mormon

and when ye shall receive these things I1 would exhort you
that ye would ask god the eternal father in the name of
christ if these things are not true and if ye shall ask with a
sinceresincere heart with real intent having faith in christ he will
manifest the truth of it unto you by the power of the holy
ghost

the indian people in general have a simple spiritual out-
look on life and seem to be very teachable and humble I1 think
it is obvious that they are starting to realize the great promisepromises3
which the lord has given them this is the reason I1 chose the
title of my painting to be day of the lamanite

this painting won the purchase award at the 1970 annual festival of mormon
arts at brigham young university
valoy eaton a BYU graduate in art is on sabbatical leave from granite
school district in salt lake city where he teaches art







what is

the book of breathingsBreathings

HUGH NIBLEYNlBLEY

MEET THE FAMILY

upon their publication in 1967 the joseph smith papyri
nos X and XI were quickly and easily identified as pages
from the egyptian book of breathingsBrea things the frequent occur-
rence of the word susnsnsn provided a conspicuous clue and though
the last page of the book the one that usually contains the
title was missing its contents closely matched that of other
egyptian writings bearing the title sh fhifbishishl sh t n susnsnsn com-
monly translated book of Breabreathingthingss A most welcome
guide to the student was ready at hand in J de horrackborrackHorrack s text
translation and commentary on a longer and fuller version of
the same work pap louvre 3284 which he published in 1878
along with another version of the text louvre no 3291
and variant readings from a half dozen other paris manu-
scripts 1 thanks to de horrackborrackHorrack the experts found their work
already done for them and they showed their gratitude by
consisentlyconsistently following the readings of the de horrackborrackHorrack s text
and translation instead of the joseph smith text whenever the
latter proved recalcitrant

A berlin manuscript of the book of breathingsBreathings was pub-
lished with a latin translation by H brugsch as early as 1851 2

this article is to be substantially the second chapter of a forthcoming book
to be published by deseret book company it will be devoted entirely to a
study of the joseph smith papyri X and XI
dr nibley professor of history and religion at brigham young univesrity
and well known authority on ancient scriptures has published widely on
many church subjects

1J de horrackborrackHorrack le livre des respirations bibliotnquebiblzotheque 9gyptologiquefgyptologique 17
1878 ppap 110137110 137 plates vii xiii

aa2aA recent summary of the literature may be found in G botti 11II11 libro
del respirareRespirare etc in ini of egypt archaeology JEA 54 1968 ppap 223-
230 cf budge and chassinatChassi nat below notes 3 & 6
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the above is professor de horrock s reproduction of the best known manuscript
of the book of breathingsBrea things from biblioihquebibliotheque egyptologiqueegyptologjque 17 1878 plates
VIIXIVII XI the portions underlined are virtually identical with the surviving parts
of the joseph smith egyptian papyri X and XI and the glued sections on IV

see ppap 161 169 and 175173 below the broken underline of line 6 on page 2
identifiesidentlfles synonymous wording of both texts the contents of page 4 are
entirely missing from the joseph smith papyri having been either destroyed or
never included in the original
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and within a decade of de horrackborrackHorrack s work EAW budge
came out with a magnificent facsimile in color of the ker
asher book of breathingsBreathings of the british museum no 9995
accompanied by a transliteration into hieroglyphics and a trans-
lation 3 in 1935 and 1936 georg moeller published facsimiles
of a berlin buch von atemadem pap 3135 as reading exercises
for students 4 and recently J C goyon has brought together
more exemplars 5

along with our book of breathingsBrea things another writing
bearing the same name but sometimes designated by the
egyptians themselves as the second book of breathingsBreathings
once gave rise to some confusion it was published in 1895 by
J lieblein under the mistaken title of que monman nom fleurisse 3

at the time over one hundred copies of the work were available
and the most striking thing about it was the liberty displayed
by the scribes the things reported wrote chassinatChassinat the
conceptions presented are identical in all of them the mssass
but the form in which they are expressed varies almost to
infinity according to the caprice or personal beliefs of the
scribe and the resources of the buyer 7 the writers of the
first book of breathingsBrea things do not take such liberties and yet the
two writings are so closely associated that the ancient scribes
11 often made no distinction between the two books giving both
the same title 7 and G botti treats them as subdivisions of the
same work 8 just as these writings seem to blend into each
other so they fuse with still other works like other egyptian
funerary writings they everywhere betray their dependence on
earlier texts as well as their contributions to later ones botti
suggests that the two rhind papyri are substantially derived
from the breathing texts 8 the effect isis that of a spectral

in EAWE A W budge facsimile of rhethe papyri of huneferheneferHunefer aghaianhai neiKeiKenefkerisherkeiasherkerasherasberasherrashertashertasber
and net cheletchemet br mus 1899 ppap 334333 43 and plates

G moeller hleratischehieratischeHieratische lesestuckelesestfickeLeselefe stucke leipzig hinrichs 1935 p 32 and
hieratischeHieratische palographiepalao graphic 3 leipzig 1936 taf XI

5J C goyon le papyruspsaras du louvre no 3279 cairo 1966 inin bibliothebibliothec
que dEd tudeetude no 42

discussed by E chassinatChassi nat le livre second des respiratrespiritRerespirationsspirat ons inin revueresuerevne
de phsloireihistoire des religions 1895 ppap 312314312 314 who provides a translation of
one of the texts ppap 317ff G botti 11II libro del respirareRespi rare ppap 2268226 8 has
given a transliteration and translation of another

chassinatChassiassmatnat p 314
botti p 224 after the arnamaamarnaannama period appeared a spate of freely com-

posed funerary texts all using familiar materials but inin new forms and com-
binationsbibmat ionslons these are designated by A Ppiankoffankoff as the mythological papyri
S schott zum weltbildWeltbild der jenseitsfuhrerjenseitsfdhrer des neuen reiches goettinger
nachrichten 1965 no 11 p 168 in the 26th dynasty the egyptians recher
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band of writings that blend imperceptibly into each other and
so form an unbroken continuum that in the end embraces the
entire funerary literature of course some texts are more
closely related than others but if we attempt to run down
everything in the book of breathingsBrea things to its source or to estab-
lish a priority or order of derivation we soon find ourselves
going through all the funerary texts and finding them all
quite relevant to our subject

for the book of breathingsBreathings is before all else as bonnet
observes a composite made up of compilations and excerpts
from older funerary sources and mortuary formulas 9 from
the second book of breathingsBreathings hardly distinguishable from it
it blends off into such earlier writings as the book of passing
through the eternities the amduatAmduat and the book of
gates in which we recognize most of the ideas and even
phrases of the sensen papyrus 10 maspero s observation that
the book of breathingsBreathings was a composition of the later period

analogous to the book of passing through eternity the
book of transformations and other writings which one finds
on greco roman mummies following the example or taking
the place of the book of the dead now finds support in E
hornung s declaration that the book of the dead was in
roman times supplanted by the shorter books of breathing 12

since it would seem to be just more of the same one is
surprised to hear botti s ringing declaration that the book of
Breathbreathingilig is without doubt the most important exponent of the
funerary literature which flourished especially at thebes about
the first and second centuries after christ or according to
moeller at the beginning of the first century before christchrist1313

chaientchavent avecabec passpassionionlon and reproduced accurately texts going back to the earliest
times P barguetbargues le livre des morrsmartsmortsboffi des ancientsanciensancientsanciens egyptiansegyptiens paris editions
du cerf 1967 p 13 hence though the texts conform to the zeitgeist
through the centuries der grundtenorGrund tenor bleibtblelbtbleidt stets der gleichegleichengleiche G ThausthausingthausinfinF
das grosse dgyptische totenbuchToten buch papyrus reinisch etc caicalrocalcairoro 1969 inin
Schriftschriftenschriffenen des osterreichischen6sterrelchischen kulturinstituts kairo arch hist abtabe bd 1

p 3
1 H bonnet reallexikon der dgyptischen religionsgeschichtereligionsgeschzchte berlin 1952

P 59
W wreszinskiwereszinskiWreszinski das buch von durchwandern der ewigkeitEwigkeit aegyplischeaegyptische

zeitschriftZeit schrift AZ 45 1908 ppap iliff11 ifflff chassinatChassi nat le livre second des res-
pirationspi rations p 315

G maspero le livre des respirespirationsrati ons in bibliothequeblhlioiheque egyptologique
2 1893 P 477 E hornung einfuhrungeinffihrung inin die aegyptologie darmstadt
wissenschaftliche buchgesellschaft 1967 p 71

12 hornung p 71 the neglected demotic family of breathing texts is
also very close to the other texts of the book of the dead botti p 224

botti p 223
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what makes it so important two things principally its
timing and its packaging the book of breathing is the great
time binder it comes towards the end of egyptian civilization
and so wraps everything up right back to the beginning the
same continuum that passes from one type of text to another
without a break also passes from one age to another from the
earliest to the latest times the ideas and beliefs ex-
pressed inin it are not new budge pointed out indeed every
one of them may be found repeated in several places in the
religious works of the ancient egyptians all the gods men-
tioned are found in the oldest texts 14 from thebes
where most of the manuscripts including the joseph smith
papyri were found it can be traced back through memphis

botti s turin pap demot N 766 is memphite to heliopolis
and the beginnings of egyptian civilization and indeed the
joseph smith papyri though theban refers constantly to heli-
opolis it contains material from every period elements
taken from the pyramid texts the book of the dead along
with phrases and concepts already met with on thedie steles and
sarcophagi of the middle and new kingdoms 135

the lateness of the breathing documents instead of de-
tractingtr from their value actually enhances it for it not only
gives them a chance to embrace the entire funerary literature
of the past but places them in that crucial moment of transi-
tion inin which they are able to transmit much ancient egyptian
lore to early jewish and christian circles the first scholars to
study it were impressed by its high moral tone and strong
resemblance to the bible noting that it bears the imprint of
an essentially religious feeling and contains moral maxims
whose striking agreement with the precepts of the jewish
lawgiver as with those of the christ has already been pointed
out by egyptologists 1 and while its picture of the here-
after differs fundamentally from that of present day christian-
ity and judaism it is strikingly like that of the ancient jewish

budge facilfacslfacsimilesmiles of the papyri p 33 chassinatChassinat le livre des res-
pirationspi rations p 315 this book existed at least an1nin one of its fundamental
parts ie that found in the pyramid texts for long centuries before its com-
plete dldiffusionffusion these texts are essentially static betraying no sense of chrono-
logy and no interest in the past H brunner zumzurn verstandnisVerstandnis der archaisarchalarchaics
ierenden tendenzenTendenzen inin der agyptischenhgyptischenagyptischen sphtzeitspatzeitSpatzeitzelt saeculum 21 1970 ppap
1515151 5 in the 26 dyn princes even made plaster casts of ancient inscriptions
to use in their own tombs ibid p 154

1rboarbobottittl p 223
de horrackborrackHorrack p 134
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and christian sectariesnectariessectaries as newly discovered documents are re-
vealing them the next world is represented after the pattern
of this one wrote de horrackborrackHorrack the life of the spirit is so to
speak just another step in human existence the activities of the
elect being analogous to those of men on earth it is not an
existence dedicated to eternal contemplation a passive state of
bliss but an active and work filled life yet one to make use of
M chabas s expression endowed with infinitely vaster scope
than this one 3 many recent studies confirm this judgment
showing not only that much authentic egyptian matter was car-
ried over into judaism and christianity but that such egyptian
stuff instead of being the spoiled and rancid product of a late
and degenerate age represented the best and oldest the egyp-
tians had to ofofferfer 17 L kakosykakony for example bids us compare
the classic egyptian descriptions of heaven and hell with those
found in an egyptian christian grave of the 8thath or 9thath cen-
tury AD specifically in the apocalypses of enoch and peter
to see for ourselves how little they have changed 18 egyptolo
fistsgists can no longer brush such resemblances aside as coinci-
dences and nowhere are they more striking and more frequent
than in the breathing texts and their closest relatives 19

of particular interest to us is the close association of the
book of breathing with the facsimiles of the book of abra

al111lL kakosykakony problemeproblerneproblemsProb lemelerneierne der agyptischenagypt ischen jenseitsvorstellungen inin der ptole
maerundinkrund kaiserzeitKaiserzeit in religions en egypteegypto hellenistiqueHellenist ique et romaine paris
presses universitairesUniversitaires 1969 ppap 596859 68 many others are referred to inin our
commentary

ibid p 68 also in ariensoriens antiquesantiquus 3 1964 p 19 where he notes
how the 18th dynasty book of amduat carries over into the coptic christian
pistis sophia M philonenkophlonenkoPhilonPhlonenko in religions en eg hellenist et rom ppap 109-
110 finds an egyptian and iranian background for the jewish secrets of enoch

EAW budge apocrypha in the dialect of upper egypt london
1913 ppap ixiff1xiffiliff lists twenty coptic christian borrowings from ancient egypti-
an imagery cf OHE burmester egyptian mythology in the coptic apocry-
pha orientalia 7 1938 ppap 355367355 367 E hornung altigyptischealtagyptische h511envorhollenror
stellungenstellungen berlin akademie verlag 1968 p 8 notes resemblances between
the coptic christchristianan texts and a number of egyptian writings coffin texts
amduat book of gates book of querertsQuer erts whiwhichch are all strongly reflected in
the book of breathingsBreathings P barguetbargues livre des morrsmartsmortsmotts p 19 observes that chap
85 of the book of the dead one of the sections included in the jdsephjosephjaseph smith
papyri finds earlier expression in coffin text no 307 which contains letter
for letter almost the first sentence of the gospel according to st john and
JG griffith in religion en egypleegypteegypto etc above n 17 p 51 does not
hesitate to compare allegorical expressions inin the very ancient ramesseurnramesseumRames seum papy-
rus with the christian equating of bread with flesh and baptism with resurrec-
tion S schott die leutungdeutung der geheimnisse des rituals fur die abuehlabuehr des
bosen wiesbadenwiesbaderWiesbaden fr steiner 1954 p 6 notes parallels in this egyptian
text which is closely related to the book of breathingsBrea things and the christian
sacraments
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ham it can be easily shown by matching up the fibresfabres of the
papyri that the text of joseph smith pap no XI71 was written
on the same strip of material as facsimile number 1 the writ-
ing beginning immediately to the left of the lion couch
scene the british museum book of breathing the kerasherkerisherKerasher
papyrus has both the lion couch scene budge vignette
no 2bab and a scene resembling our facsimile number 53

though representing a patently different situation albeit with
the same props and characters vignette no 1 this last
stands at the head of the kerasherkerisherKerasher text and suggests that our
fac no 3 was originally attached at the other end of the
joseph smith papyrus coming after the last column which is
missing

but what about facsimile number 2 the well known round
hypocephalus from special instructions written on other books
of breathing it would appear that the written texts themselves
properly folded could and did serve as hypocephali some
copies are to placed on the left hand near the heart the
joseph smith papyrus is one of these I1 or else if one chooses
11 under the head of the deceased 220 A book of breathingsbreadiingsBreathings
studied by champollionChampollion made for the child soter bore the in-
scription in greek hypo ten kephalen under the head from
which champollionCham pollion derived the word hypocaphalushypocephalus by which
such round head cushions as our facsimile no 2 are now
designated 221 As the concluding act of the egyptian burial cere-
mony a priest would read the book of breathingsBreathings standing by
the cofcoffinfin and then just as the lid came down he would de-
posit the book under the head of the dead person exactly as
if it were a hypocephalus 22 thus our sensen papyrus is
closely bound to all three facsimiles by physical contact putting
us under moral obligation to search out possible relationships
between the content of the four documents

As a packaging job the book of breathingsBreathings is a most re-
markable performance an attempt to include all essential ele-
ments of belief in a future life inin a work shorter and more

2soasoso pap florence 3662 H bonnet reallexikon p 59 sometimes the
instructions recommend having the book of breathingsBrea things under the feet eg
louvre no 3157 in chassinatChassinat livre des respirations p 317

chassinat2chassinatChassinat p 317 n 1

22sS schott nut speichtspricht als mutter und sarg revue degyptologedegyptologie 17
1965 p 86 the text states that it iss meant to produce a flame under the

head of the ba of the deceased ibid p 83 that being the well known purpose
of the hypocephali
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simple than the book of the dead 2321 it is as chassinatChassinat put it
11 a sort of synthesis bringing together in a limited space the
current ideas relating to the human situation after death there
one finds just what is strictly necessary to know and say in
order to be joined to the company of the gods 2 t in short
the ancient writer has brought together everything that his

imagination could find most fitting to procure the means of
achieving life after death ar1251212212r why this passion for brevity and
compactness budge suggests that the egyptians were fed up
with the book of the dead with its lengthy chapters and con-
flicting statements that few people understood 26 but since
when were egyptians repelled by long religious texts or con-
tradictory statements or since when does the process of high
pressure condensation render texts more understandable chas
sinatcinat explains the condensing as an economy measure to pro-
vide funeral texts for poor people who could not afford ex-
pensive rolls 2721 why then is the book of breathingsBreathings found on
the mummies of important people princes and priests who
could and did afford much better rolls why is it always the
poor little breathing text a few scribbled notes on a roll about
the size of a tuscan cigar botti that they clutch to their
breasts as their most treasured possession plainly it is a docu-
ment of peculiar significance

the book of breathingsBreathings isis the end product of a long pro-
cess of abbreviating and epitomizing which was characteris-
tically egyptian from the beginning the egyptians displayed
a genius for attesting great acompts by little figures and after
the amarnaadarna period they evinced a growing passion for synthe-
sizing and condensing of which the book of the dead is an
excellent example 28 the book of the dead itself is only a
supplementary aid according to barguetbargues confined for all its
impressive bulk to stating the absolute minimum and getting
by with statements only long enough to be recognizable 29the29 the
progressive compression within the book of the dead is illus-
trated by the 64th chapter entitled a formula chapter for
knowing the other formulas for going out by day in a single

2budgebudge papyrus of heneferhuneferHunefer etc p 33
chassinatChassinat livre des respirations ppap 31617316 17

251ibid251bidbid p 319
2budgebudge p 33
chassinatChassi nat p 316

2gagG thausing das grossegypfischegrosse agyptischeagypt ische totenbuchToten buch p 19
at2tP barguetbargues livre des mottsmartsmorts ppap 111211 12
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formula 30 the classic illustration of the process is provided
by a writing which very closely resembles the book of breath
ings inin content the amduat A shortened version of this text
not an automatic condensation but an abbreviated restatement
is designated by the ancient scribes as shweshwj that being the
technical term for a list drawn up to present 11 a summary of
essentials 31 but that is only the beginning S schott has
shown how the entire book was recapitulated in a summary
flanking the exit walls of the tombs in which the amduat was
inscribed and how this summary in turn was followed by a
table of contents which in time was accepted as a permanent
substitute for the whole book the mere table of contents be-
coming thereafter the officalofficial text of the amduat 32 such com-
pound distillation reaches its culmination in the book of
journeying through eternity a writing which has actually been
identified with the book of breathingsBreathings and which ends with a
desperate attempt to jam together inin a few closing lines every
conceivable good wish and every indispensable requirement for
the dead in the next world 33 the result is near chaos but the
book of breathingsBrea things itself goes almost as far in three or four
pages it contains the essential elements of the egyptian funerary
rites from the earliest times nothing essential is missing so
that the book assures us that a knowledge of its contents alone
no more and no less is exactly what isis needed by anyone who
wishes to continue to live and progress in the hereafter we
begin at last to see why this brief and unimpressive little
scroll isis of such great importance to the ancient egyptian and
the modern scholar alike indeed a valuable discovery

THE MEANING OF SNSN

almost any egyptian funerary text could safely be called
a book of breathing since all deal with renewal of life and
resurrection of the flesh which for the egyptian mean breath

301blibidid p 16
E hornung das amduat teil 53 wiesbadenwiesbaderWiesbaden 0 harrassowitzHarrassowitz 1967

inin aegypi1scheaegyptische abhandlungen kbd 13 p 55 S schott die schrift der ver
borgesenborgenenbor genen kammer in gottinger nacarnachr 1958 no 4 ppap 341 369 the cos-
mologicalmo logical inscriptions of edfueddu may be regarded as mere summaries or epepitomestomes
of the more important parts of the complete myths which preserved only a
restricted number of extracts which from the egyptian point of view were
considered as vital EAE reymond the mythical origin of the egyptian
temple NY barnes & noble 1969 p 10

32schott nut speichtspricht als mutter ppap 344 346f 354 365370365 370
W wreszinskiwereszinskiWre szinski in AZ 45 122
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ing first of all 34 some of the most important chapters of the
book of the dead are entitled for giving a breeze to N in
the realm of the dead 13511535 the egyptian associated life light
airair breath and everything good in a single symbol the utrutt
sign showing the heart and respiratory passages 3 including
the aesophagusoesophagus for the breathing pipes werealsowere alsoaiso the way of
nourishment in a single intake one absorbs life breath nour-
ishmentishment health vigor everything good 37 the aim of the
mysteries isis to give life and joy through the nose and joy to
the heart with the aroma of abrlbr ointment supplying the king
with the fragrance of the mighty ones 38 the commonest epi-
thets of divinity depict the deity either as the provider of air
11 who causes the heart windpipe to breathe saqrsqr haythtyt or as
himself wind air breath of life 39

the giving of breath is endowment with life in the widest
sense thus the king is petitioned to give the breath of life to
him who suffocates and spare the life of a servant for he is

the creator of the air whose own mouth bears breath to
humans 40 yet posener notes there is no known representa-
tion of pharaoh bestowing breath or life symbols on anyone
while there are thousands depicting gods doing the same why
isis that because in his breath giving capacity the king is wholly
divine absorbed in the person of the life giving god he is the
creator chnumcanum who puts the breath of life inin every man I1 s

nose 41 chnumcanum who created the animals by the breath of his
mouth and breathed forth the flowers of the field 42 As
the apis bull he isis also the living breath of ptahatah the cre
atorator43 he is horushorns of edfueddu who puts breath into the nose of
the dead 44 he is re who announces to them in the under-
world 1 I bring light to the darkness who sees me shall

E hornung alfgalfagalag hollenhorsthollenvorsth51lenvorstHollen vorst p 11
so chapters 54 to 59 inclusive

36 E otto gottgoltgort und mensch nach den dgyptischen tempelinschriftentempeljnschriften der
griechisch romischerromischenrimiscben zelt7eitzelzeirzerbeit heidelberg C winter 1964 p 54

J bergman ich bin isis upsalakupsalaUpsala 1968 acta univ upsaliensis historia
brenqurenqureligionumReligionum 3 ppap 186f

H junker die Stundenstundenwachenstundenuachenwachen in den osirismysterien vienna 1910
p 2

39otto gott und mensch ppap 149ffl49rf 159rr159ff
these and other pertinent quotations in G posener de la divinitydiviniteDivinite du

pharaon paris 1960 cahierscashiers de la societe asiatiqueAsia tique XV p 66
T hopfner Plutarplutarchcb ilber isis und osiris 11II teil prague orientalisches

institutinstitute 1941 p ill111lilliiiii
ibid421bid p 141

4eae E chassinatChassi nat in receuil de tramauxtravauxTravaux 38 1938 ppap 44f
W wreszinskiwereszinskiWreszinski in ATAZ 45 111 cf 112 1157115 7 122
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breathe let him breathe who exalts my appearanceappearance4545 to
which they reply we breathe when we see him the king N
breathes when he sees him we breathe rejoicing in sheol

querertsQuererts 46 because as osiris he was brought back to life
as he smells the air of isis who as she fans him with her

wings says 1 I put wind into his nose 47 he is able to restore
others to life your throats breathe when you hear the
words of osiris 4 for he himself is the great breather osiris
breathes osiris breathes in truth osiris breathes his members
have truly been rejuvenated 49 then he breathes out the airair
that is in his throat into the noses of men how divine is that
from which mankind live it isis all united in thy nostrils the
tree and its foliage the rushes the grain barley fruit trees
etc thou art the father and mother of humanity who live by
thy breath 550 the book of breathingsBrea things is not to be dismissed
as it has been as a mere talisman against stinking corpses it
is a sermon on breathing in every egyptian sense of the word

the berlin dictionary usually called simply the worter
burbbuchkurb wb IV 171ff17 ifflff gives a wealth of meanings for the word
susnsnsn all of which fall under two related categories first there
is the idea of air and breath no 2 in the WB list being to
smell breathe 3 to exude an odor 4 to inhale airair or the
breath of life 5 der odem the breath of life itself 16

the stench of a corpse in charge of this department isis the god-
des mert identified with maat who enjoys considerable promi-
nence in our book of breathingsBrea things supervising the functions of
aesophagusoesophagus and windpipe she supplies both nourishment and
breath of life one actually eats and breathes her I1 and in that
capacity enjoys a relationship of peculiar intimacy with every
individual even as she hangs on the kingly and priestly breast
as a pectoral that both embraces and is embraced by the royal
person 1 in this sense the son of atumadum re says he hath be-
gotten me by his nose I1 came forth from his nostrils place
me upon his breast that he might embrace me with his sister

A Plpiankoffankoff le livre de querertsQuererts bull lust francais darchaeol oior
BIFAO 4543 1945 ppap 10 19

ibid 42 1944 ppap 333433 34

hopfner plutarch uberfiber isis und osiris I1 teil ppap 818581 85
piankoff le livre de querertsQuererts ppap 7ffaff tab 1i

ibid p 19
hopfner plutarch siberuberfiberuderudeysiger isis und osiris 1I 151511

5jajJ bergman ich finbinhinrindin isis ppap 186 190 treats this familiar theme
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maat 52 susn is the air that infuses and pervades thy nos-
trils inhale susuyuju the air thy nose breathes susn the north
wind thy throat gulps in air thou incorporatestincorporatest life into thy
body 53 isis and nephthys prevent decay and evil odor by fan-
ning with their wings but that isis also the favorable wind which
enables the dead to progress on his journey in the hereafter 54

but breathing is only half the story it is significant that
the clear statement of the purpose of the sensen papyrus as
given in its introductory lines makes no mention whatever of
breathing this bids us consider the broader and more vener-
able ritual background of the word the rites set forth in the
shabakoshabago document the earliest coronation drama and perhaps
the oldest of all egyptian ritual texts culminate when the new
king unites himself with the royal court and mingles susnjujusnsn
with the gods of ta tenen 55 the expression for mingle with
susnsnsn r sethe finds also in the pyramid texts and means ac-
cording to him sich zu iemand gesellengesellergesellen he duly notes that

the writing is commonly used inin later times for susnsnsn inhale
being mistakenly regarded as a reduplication of sn to kiss 56

another document going back to the earliest times uses the
same word in the same way telling how maat came down
from heaven in their times and united herself to those
who dwell upon the earth another version maat came
down to earth in their time and mingled with susnsnsn hn the
gods and another maat came from heaven to earth and
mingled susnsnsn n s with all the gods 57 the word mingled

both as snsns and snsnns otto renders as sie verbriiderteverbmderte
sich mit and indeed in the last sentence the word is writ-
ten simply with the picture of two men shaking hands 57

this picture of maat mingling freely with mankind in the
golden age before the fall forcibly brings to mind Ps

8511 truditruthtrudl emeth possibly cognate with the eg maat
shall spring out of the earth and righteousness maat is the
egyptian word for righteousness shall look down from heav-
en but even more relevant is the less familiar verse that pre-

a de buck the egyptian coffin texts univ of chicago 1938 11II
343534 35 spell 80

from the book of passing through eternity W wreszinskiwereszinskiWreszinski AZ 45 115
bergman irhich bin isis ppap 198205198 205

ak5kK sethe das denimal memphitischer theologiatheologieTheologie der schabakosteinSchaba kostein des
br mus leipzig 1929 p 73 line 64

ibid p 76
5eae E otto das goldene zeitalterzeitafterZeizel taltertafter in religions en egyptoegypte etc above

n 17 p 103
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cedesaedes it mercy and truth are met together righteousness and
peace have kissed for susnsnsn as we have seen means kiss
there is nothing more intimate than breath and one and the
same egyptian word can mean odor nose nostril smell sniff
breathe perfume caress and love 508 the queen of egypt be-
came pregnant when the aroma of amon penetrated all her
members 3951 susnsnsn then isis indicative of the closest and most
intimate association in the 13th dynasty king neferhotep
prays that I1 may associate susnsnsn with all the gods 60

which is quite in order when one remembers that sn is the
egyptian word for brother and is written with the two
pronged harpoon or spear gardiner T 22 being also the
common root for two in the semitic languages cf our
twain twin etc the one pronged harpoon was always the
sign for one the reduplicate susnsusu makes a verb of it and
also acts as an intensive like the second form in arabic this
idea of twinship or brotherhood is apparent when a god comes
down to his temple and his ba fusessnsnfuses susnsususnsn with his form
ieie his image in the temple 61

according to the worterbuchw75rterbuchWorter buckbuchkuck susnsnsn written either with the
boltboltss or the two pronged harpoon can mean 6 to join a

company unite with a group formed by reduplicating the
word sn brother 15 to unite fraternize become a friend
of hence 7 to join the company of the gods said of the
dead 12 to reach heaven and mingle with thestarsthe stars 13
to enter a bond of brotherhood to marry with 8 to unite
oneself with the king or 1 to praise or honor a king or
god hence praise honor 9 to unite oneself with one s

image said of a god coming to his temple 10 to unite
oneself with the light the two mainmalnmainmaln ideas of susn breathing
and joining meet and fuse in such meanings as 10 fra-
grance light air as joining themselves to something hence

11 adornment things adorning the body 15 to invest an-
other object or fuse with it as of a person with the stars a god
with his image crowns or vestments incenseincense suffusing the
body or crowns joining together to make one the pyramid

the word ahmkhm examined by V loret inin rec trav 14 1892 ppap 106-
120

discussed by hopfner plutarch liberfiberlidersiber isis pt 1I p 46
af4fM pieper die grosse In schrift des k5nigskonigskoenigs neferhotep inin abydos leip-

zig hinrichs 1929 p 10
C de wit inscriptions dedicatoiresdedicato ires du temple dEddedfoudedfbudezfoufou inin chroniquesChroniques

degypte 36 1961 ppap 969796 97
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text designation of susnsnsn as a consuming fire calls forth the
vivid image of the pharaoh or the blessed spirit invested and
suffused with flames which carry him up to heaven 6212

susnsnsn isis thus seen to be a very flexible word which remainsremains
none the less remarkably true to its basic meaning this can
be seen in a passage from the book of wandering through
eternity the companion piece to the book of breathingsBreathings as we
have noted thy nose breathes susnjujusnsn the northwind
thou kissest susnsnsn osiris inin the greatgreatgoldengoldengoiden house thou
passes the gates of the gods of the qrtjw chambers of the
underworld and unitestunitess thyself to susnyujusnsn m the company
of the saved ia i3 here breathing embracing and fraterniz-
ing are all expressed by the same word

how these concepts persisted down into jewish and chris-
tian times can be seen inin the remarkable parallel between an
episode from the coffin texts clrcircir 2000 BC and a coptic
christian liturgy in thediedle former we read my susnsnsn was with
me in his nose I1 came forth from his nostrils he clasped
dwdnf me to his bosom he would not let me be separated

from him my name lives son of the lord of the preexistenceexistencePre
I1 live inin the members bsnw purifying substances of my
father atumadum created by atumadum when he sent me down to
this earth when my name was changed to osiris son of
geb my father atumadum then embraced susnsnsn me as he came
forth from the eastern horizon his heart was pleased satis-
fied when he saw me he established me in the flesh
and gave me dominion over it there follows 11II11 42 a
catalogue of birds animals and fishes including also the grain
eating human race all of whom live according to thediedle com-
mand of atumadum I1 lead them I1 cause them to thrive live the
breath sn inin my mouth is the life in their nostrils 1I lead
them while the breath of life is in their throats I1 sustain them

lit tie on their heads by the hw authoritative utterance
which is in my mouth my father atumaturnaburn has caused me to give
life to the fishes and the worms upon the back of geb the
earth 4 the short spell that follows this one reads as if it
came right out of the book of Breabreathingsbreadiingsthings though 2000 years
older but we wish to call attention here to spell 80 be-

w barta zum goldnamenGoldnamen der agyptischenagypt ischen konigek6nigekoenige inin AZ 95 1969
p 88

W wreszinskiwreszinskinWreszinwereszinskiWreszinskiskinin AZ 45 115 119
de buck coffin texts CT II11 4off40ffboff spell 80
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cause of its remarkable resemblance to the coptic christian
text which reads 1 I adjure thee by the first seal placed upon
the body of adam by the second seal placed upon the
members of adam I1 adjure thee by the third seal sealing
the heart and loins of adam who lieth in the dust until jesus
christ shall stand proxy for him between the arms of the
father the father hathbath raised him adam up he hath
breathed upon his face he hath filled him with a breath of
life send to me thy breath of life even to this believer
pithos 60 in this christian book of breathingsBreathings the initiate

instead of being designated by the usual code name of osiris
is called adam

the whole funerary literature of the egyptians has a
strangely familiar ring to those latter day saints who ever get
around to looking at it and it should be cause for much
searching of monuments and documents the whole picture is
undergoing drastic alterations at the present moment and this
fact should not be overlooked as it has been by the critics
of the book of abraham let us take a quick look at the situa-
tion

ESCAPE FROM THE CATACOMBS

professor zandee begins his very useful book on the egyp-
tian viewview of death with the observation that the egyptians
have answered the question of the relation between life and
death in two ways the one concept is the natural human
recoil before the fact of death as the enemy of life the other
looks upon death as the great moment of transition to greater
things beyond as nothing less than the foundation of eternal
life life inin its potential form but if the egyptians them-
selves had two ways of looking at the hereafter the egypegypt
tologists until recently have had only one and have tolerated no
discussion that might challenge the views of natural sciencescience 7

S P girard in an serv 27 1927 ppap 626862 68

J zandee death as an enemy leiden brill 1960 p 1 citing especially
kirstensenkarstensenKirstensen as the champion of the optimistic viewview

it is interesting that zandee mentions only one meaning of susnsnsn to stink
ibid p 59 after all is said what the egyptian felt towards death was only
pessimism and terror according to H kees totenglaubenToten glauben u lenseitsvorstellunjenseitsvorstellun
gen der alienaltensifen aegypter leipzig hinrichs 1926 ppap 45off450ff as early as the
heracleopolitan period the funerary literature takes on a gloomy and eeryaery
character whiwhichch remains permanent E Udliiddeckensuddeckensdeckens inin mitteilungen der deut-
schen dinstinst kairo 11II 1943 p 171 hence an egyptian museum gives the
ordinary visitor an impression de tristessetris tesse et d ennuiennui G maspero inin bibbiobzbliobiblio
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the easiest way to forestall any such speculation has been
simply to refer everything to the necropolis in egyptian al-
most any word or expression designating a place or state not
of this world can be equated with necropolis and so the
disciples of erman who frankly confessed that he found the
egyptian religion as repellent as an egyptian would find hishis686 8

have always had an easy time conducting their readers to the
necropolis and leaving them there that isis the end of the
trail there is no more and to look for more is to be guilty of
the two things which erman monotonously and automatically
charges against all who disagree with him romantikromancikRomantik and

fantasie
and so the general public has always thought of the egyp-

tians as people with a graveyard fixation nothing could be
more misleading according to the newer studies that are now
appearing faster than ever professor brunner now assures us
that erman isis much too taken with his own times and their
viewpoint to serve us as a guide todaytoday9todays9 wherever the egyp-
tian character finds expression according to miss thausing
one theme is always dominant life life at any price here
and beyond there is no death no end for death is only the
birth into a new life 70 As barguetbargues s recent work on the book
of the dead shows the funeral march to the graveyard was
only a preliminary to an immediate exit from it the coming

chequetheque egyptolEgyptol I1 35f but who arranged the exhibits according to S morenz
aegyptische religion stuttgart W kohlhammer 1960 ppap 198200198 200 because
the egyptian desperately wanted life he found death nothing but repellant he
loathed the awesome and grizzly symbol of the mummy the living corpse
and viewed the mortuary rites as a very dubious erzatzersatz for life the euphem-
ismsismsiams he used only show his terror at the very name of death he clung to the
rituals as a drowning man to a straw with little enough confidence in them AH
gardiner the attitude of the egyptians to death and the dead cambridge
univ 19351955 ppap 7ffaff on the other hand LUdliiddeckensluddeckensdeckens notes that this was not
always so deutschen dinstinst kairo and gardiner that the egyptian still continued
to hope that if all the precautions taken should prove successful then physi-
cal death might be a mere transitransitiontat1on from one life to another ibid p 13 S

schott das schongschone fest doinvomvoindomnomnoin iv2istentalewiistentale wiesbaderwiesbadenWiesbaden fr steiner 1952 p
91 finds that feast of the dead to be a truly gay affair as witnessed by its
modern survival the consenusconsentsconsenus however has been that the whole funerary
literature of egypt is a literature of fear of death a limited worrborrworrieded point
of view as each newly formed security disintegrates by the apprehension of
a new danger H frankfort ancient egyptian religion NY columbia univ
1948 ppap 116120116 120

A erman mein werden und melnmeinmelnmein wirken leipzig quelle u meyer
1929 ppap 279f 76

H brunner in saeculum 21 1970 p 156
G thausing der auferstehungsgedanke in dgyptischenagyptischenagypt ischen religidsenreligiosen textenbexten

leipzig harrassowitzHarrassowitz 1943 p 1
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joseph smith egyptian papyrus no IV the outlined sections which were
glued onto this papyrus fit into papyri X and XI to supply substantial parts of
the damaged lines
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out into the day the rebirth as a triumphant sun 71 one finds
the very same situation way back in the old kingdom asas a
number of recent studies makes clear 772 not only are the
cults of egypt simply saturated with the idea of a continua-
tion of life elsewhere as it was lived on earth as dr speleers
noted with strong disapproval 773 but 11 separation between life
and death as W czermak puts it is altogether un egyptegyp
tian 7471 the ancient egyptian wrote prof wilson saw the
phenomena of his existence as being of a single substance
banded in one continuous spectrum of blending hues 1775 and
he saw no reason why the band should not be extended be-
yond the limits of death and birth his own existence being
part of a well arranged and well planned whole in which
nothing had been overlooked 776 hence the surprising fact now
being pointed out by egyptologists that the egyptians really
cared very little about the past and in their writings con-
cerning man s place in the universe are not concerned at all
11 with burial and life after death 17176 passing from one state of
existence to another is never without its terrifying aspects and
in the egyptian initiation rites the candidate underwent a ritual
death experience which was altogether too realistic to be com-
fortablefortable 77 terrified by the unknown he was nonetheless sus-
tained by the conviction that there was something there a sense
of possibilities which as whitehead put it is the whole appeal
and power of the bible itself

in all of egyptian literature it would be hard if not im-
possible to find another document more thoroughly imbued
with the positive optimistic egyptian view of death than our

7pap P barguetbargues livre des morrsmartsmorts ppap 55ff and in rev hist religions 177
1970 p 67 en fait il semble bien que ce qui est un point d arriveearrivee est en

meme temps un point de depart
12below note 101

L speleers la resurrection et la toilette du mort rev degyptol 3

1938 p 37 tealestextestexles des cercueils brussels 1946 ppap xlviix1vii ixviiilxviii lxxilexi
W czermak zur gliederungGliederung des 1 kapitelsKapitels des agypt totenbuchesTotenbuches in

AZ 74 1940 p ii11 there is a doubt whether the egyptian funerary stelae
mean to speak of their possessors as still living or dead AH gardiner egyptian
grammar oxford 1957 p 284 367

JA wilson the culture of ancient egypt univ of chicago press
1957 p 81

E otto gott u mensch p 59 H brunner in saeculum ppap 159 161
M eliade has shown that the idea behind all initiation is a new birth

of the individual initiate preceded by a decompostiondecompositiondecompo stion of his personality its
reimmersion into a state of chaos disorganization followed by its integration
at a higher level of existence according to A brelich in CJ bleeker ed
initiation leiden brill 1965 numen suppi no X p 224 cf H nibley
in improvement era 1172 july 1969 ppap 97ff
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book of breathingsBreathings even de horrackborrack noted with wonder that
there seemed to be nothing funerary about it but that on
the contrary it spoke only of resurrection and exaltation 78 and
yet it has been the fate of this remarkable book to be studied
and criticized solely by the most dedicated disciples of erman
the last people in the world to concede anything which the
coleecolecoie de berlin would not accept their most magnanimous
concession to the egyptians is an indulgent shrug of the
shoulders as if to forgive those simple children of nature who
know not what they do

the standard procedure of investigation which has proven
most fruitful in egyptology has been the routine gathering to-
gether of all known examples of the object under study and
placing them side by side for comparison to determine what isis
essential and what is merely incidental thus when scholars
were puzzled by a growing category of texts which champollionCham pollion
had designated as the ritual and which lepsiuslessius labeled the
todtenbuchTodtenbuch they decided at the congress of orientalistsOrienta lists

meeting in london inin 1874 to commission eduard naville to
bring together and publish side by side all the mainmalnmainmaln exemplars
of that document and as a result the nature of the book of
the dead first became clear 79 later sethe and others by the
same method of collecting and comparing documents showed
the true nature of the pyramid texts and in the same way all
the funerary books from the coffin texts on have been
discovered

one would assume that so obvious and rational a procedure
would by now have accounted for and neatly packaged every
category of egyptian document but such is far from being the
case only very recently did S schott for the first time examine
and compare all versions of the important festival of the
valley 1952 and those documents which make up the book
of the repelling of evil 1954 did E otto bring together
all the known examples of the controversial opening of the
mouth ritual 19601960 did P derchainmerchainDerchain gather up accounts of
the early royal sacrifices 1962 did E hornung publish all
the writings of the hidden chambers which make up the
book of amduat 1963 did C J bleeker run down all the
accounts of the sokar festival 1967 did W helck photo

de Horhorracerack bibliotheque egyptolEgyptol 17 116
barguetbargues livre des morrsmartsmortsmoyts p 13
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graph and publish all the ritual scenes from ramses 11II s outer
wall of the temple at karnak 1968 did E winter do the
same at the philae 1970 did mrs reymond bring to-
gether all the founding legends of the egyptian temples

1969 all these sources and many more are now being
studied thoroughly for the first time though they have been
well known to egyptologists for over a hundred years what
interests us particularly is that all have direct bearing on the
understanding of our book of breathingsBreathings why have the ex-
perts neglected to give them the only treatment that pays off
helck answers that question in the preface to his important
study the reliefs he examines have all been skecthed photo-
graphed and described countless times yet systematic publi-
cations even for the great temple of karnak are almost com-
pletely lacking 80 why

in the first place according to helck the ritual scenes in
the reliefs didndian t look particularly significant taken alone
each one looks perfectly ordinary and familiar the student or
tourist has seen that sort of thing a thousand times so he
yawns and moves on yet when the same scenes were brought
together and the detailed photographs placed side by side a
recognizable order and meaning at once appeared an order
and meaning that had completely escaped generations of egypegypt
tologists 81 then again helck observes they were ignored be-
cause they were religious compositions and the experts were
convinced that they had taken the measure of egyptian religion
and found it sorely wanting in the solid historic and scientific
content they were looking for 81 but the greatest block of all
was that the numerous sacrificial scenes inin the temples were
regarded as stereotyped compositions from which it was
believed no really significant data were to be had 81 the fact is
that they are stereotyped and look enough alike to convince
any casual observer that when you ve seen one you ve seen
I1 em all E winter has found the same situation at philae
perhaps the most photographed and studied temple in egypt
where the inscriptions 11give the impression of being monoto-
nous tedious and empty in fact almost as unattractive as
the reliefs which the scholars find positively repellent

W helck die ritualszenenRituals zenen auf der umfassungsmauer rameses ILII11 inn
karnak wiesbadenwiesbaderWiesbaden 0 harrassowitzHarrassowitz 1968 in aegyptologiasche abhandlun
gen bd 8 p 1

811ibid811bidbid p 2
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having nothing to say 8212 but upon closer examination at the
present time elements heretofore viewed as stereotypes of
ptolemaic temple decoration turn out to be exceedingly
important elements in understanding the grammar oftheodtheof the
temple 82 there it is again important documents overlooked
because they gave the impression of being mere stereotypes
it is the same thing with the texts curiously enough bleeker
notes many egyptologists do not seem to realize that well
known words must have had a sacral shade of meaning and
so disdaining further investigation simply deny the existence
of certain religious notions or elements of religious truth
especially those of which they happen to disapprove 83 indeed
brunner notes that the late lamented sigfried morenz was one
of very few egyptologists who took religious phenomena
seriously and how many religious phenomena can be under-
stood unless one does take them seriously84seriously84 erman confessed
at the end of his life that after studying egyptian religion for
fifty years he knew nothing whatever about it and had only
a strong antipathy for it 8015 today egyptologists are beginning
to see that there is no more serious obstacle to the progress of
their science than the illusion that well known objects are
also well understood simply because they are boringly fa-
miliar they would not be boring or repellent if they were
understood

this digression has been necessary as a reminder to students
of the book of breathingsBreathings that the very same experts who con-
temptuously thrust aside the joseph smith papyri and dismissed
the facsimiles after a glance are the same men who overlook
all the documents mentioned above considering them mere
shoddy repetitious stereotypes from which nothing significant
is to be learned only the last ten years have begun to show
how wrong they were and are and how much might be
learned from an honest and thorough study of documents which
they disdain to notice but their delinquency does not excuse
us and we must not be intimidated by a haughty and authori-
tarian manner

12reviewed by H brunner in archevarchiv jurfur orientforschung 23 1970 ppap
1189118 9 otto gott u mensch p 84 notes that highly stereotyped scenes and
texts can be given a variety of interpretations and have rich anwendungs
moglichkeitm6glichkeitmoglich keitkelt

CJ bleeker initiation p 55
brunner archevarchiv jurfur orientforschung 23223
E erman werden u wirken ppap 279f cf 292f
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two of the most important new directions in egyptology
according to brunner are 1 the study of the temple inscrip-
tions and 2 the examination of the nature and function of the
egyptian temple itself 86 surprisingly enough to this day there
has appeared no complete publication of the inscriptions of any
egyptian temple 86 from the inscriptions the reliefs the struc-
ture of the temple itself and the written records in general the
meaning and function of the temple can be determined the
primary purpose of a temple according to bleeker was to

serve for the celebration of a cultic mystery 87 or says brun-
ner to provide a cultic stage for daily and special services
while the architecture of the building conveyed a mythical
realisationrealization of the cosmos 88 built according to the cosmic pat-
tern prescribed in a divine book sent down from heaven in the
beginning 89 it was at all times the center of every civilized and
civilizing activity the delightful resting place of majesty and
divinity the throne of universal dominion place of the heaven-
ly marriage and of the great council monument of victory
over the powers of chaos and darkness the holy city etc 90

the dedication of the temple periodically repeated forever
afterward was itself the repetition of the creation of the earth
and as such was celebrated simultaneously in the temple and in
heaven 91 for the basic theme of cult activity in egypt as
bergman puts it was the participation of the gods and the
king in renewing and preserving the creation 92 every egyp-
tian temple claimed to be the first sacred place in which the
creator dwelt with his fellows before he had created the
world and thus to provide the proper setting for the creation
drama that regularly took place there 93 all time like all space
met at the temple where the hourly rites were no mere fleeting
reminders of the great events of human existence but contain
in themselves according to jubkerjabker the performance of all
to which they refer 94 the vital element in the constitution

brunner arch f orf 23118
bleeker initiation p 52
brunner arch f orf 23118
A moret du cayacaracaraccardcaracterecaraclereclefeclereterezererefe religieux de la royaute pharaonquepharaoniquePharaPharao onquenique paris

1902 ppap 130ff13off A blackman & AH fairman in JEA 28 1942 p 36
A good summary is given in the dedicatory inscription of the temple of

edfueddu C de wit in chron degypte 36 1961 ppap 969796 97
ibid ppap 84 87 277ff

12bergman ich binhinkinfin isis p 165
EAE reymond mythical origin of the egyptian temple p 104
H junker Stundenstundenwachestundenuachewache p 6
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of the temple according to mrs reymond was the preserva-
tion of the close link with the ancestors and their cults 93 in
short everything in the temple goes back to the beginning
and everything is kept inin the family

the plurality of temples inin egypt bothered no one since
the ancient doctrine was that after the founding of the first
temple coinciding with the creation of the earth its founders
special messengers commissioned by the great creator to carry
out certain phases of his work sailed away to found other
temples and create other worlds in the immensity of space 96

strictly speaking what was dramatized and celebrated in the
temple was not the creation but another creation this world
being organized to use mrs reymond s striking expression
after the manner of what had been done in other worlds 2197119797

our sensen papyrus often refers to four holy places heli-
opolis busirisBusiris abydos and hermopolisHermopolis the four great prehis-
toric centers of the egyptian temple rites and de horrackborrack al-
ready noted that in the book of breathingsBreathings everything takes
place in two spheres one above and one below 998 which bids
us ask before we go any farther what has the book of breath
ings to do with the temple

TOMB AND TEMPLE

the answer is everything long ago A moret noted that
from all of egypt s glorious past only two types of monument
remain tombs and temples 99 and went on to deniondemonstratestrate that
in egypt tomb and temple in form and function are virtually
identical 100loo recently a number of independent studies have re-
examined the well documented rites performed in the chambers
and passagewayspassageways beneath the pyramid of unas the last king
of the 5thath dynasty the ceremonies were not exclusively mortu-
ary for the inscriptions that describe them on the walls of the
rooms and corridors are often the same as those found in the
temples whose own rooms and corridors moreover correspond

reymond mythical origin p 277
96 ibid ppap 180 1878187 8 bergman ich binhinklufin isis p 89

reymond p 275 in all of this there is no allusion to the underworld
p 183

de horrackborrackHorrack bihliothequebjbliotheque egyptolEgypt ol p 114 cf facsimile no 2

moret royaute Pharaopharaoniquepharaomquenique p 116
1001looi1001bidibidbid ppap 122130122 130
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to those inin the tombs 101loi moreover the king in his underground
world was thought to be participating in the rites of heli-
opolis which are transferred to heaven the temple at heli-
opolis being the best known link and common meeting ground
between the worlds above and below 102 in his remarkable
studies on the royal washing and anointing A blackman has
shown how the funerary version corresponds exactly to the
daily temple ordinances in discussing a papyrus which scholars
relate very closely to the book of breathingsBreathings he writes that
representations of the lustration undergone by the dead should
be approximated by those of the ceremonial sprinkling of
pharaoh in the temple vestry is only to be expected for both
ceremonies were supposed to imitate the same performance ie
the sungodsubgod s daily matutinal ablutions 103 the rites of awak-
ening washing dressing etc of the king carried out during the
ceremonies of mumificationmummification by way of preparing the dead to
arisearise refreshed in the next world closely resemble the daily
service performed in all egyptian temples in historic times 104

A moret had already noted that there is a perfect resemblance
between the funeral rites the temple rites and the daily toilet
of the pharaoh 103105 which blackman proceeded to illustrate in
detail pointing out how all five rites viz the daily temple
liturgy the ceremonial toilet in the house of the morning the
preparation of the king s body for burial the daily funeral
liturgy and the opening of the mouth resemble one another
in their main features all having in common a ritual washing
annointinganno inting robing bestowing of insignia and sometimes a
sacral meal 106log

wJ spiegel das auferstehungsritual der unaspyramide annales du
service 5553 1956 p 341 it is evident dass die themen die in den einzelbinzel
nen abschnitten des tempelkultes berahrtberiihrt wurden in der tat die gleichen
waren wiewie in den entsprechenden raumenrhumenreumen des pyramideninneren und dass die
im tempelritualTempelritual verwendeten spruchespri3che inhaltlich ahnlichahrlich und streckensprecken
weisewelseweisewelse gieglegleichlautendi chlautend waren after pepi I1 the inscriptions of the entrance and
so called waiting room the annex of royal tombs are definitely those of
the tetempletempiepie ritual ibid p 346

THH kees totenglaubenToten glauben ppap 289f the tomb of osiris was originally inin
the temple according to helck ritualszenenRitualszenen ramses ILII11 p 108 the king
was crowned and enthroned in the coffin chamber before leaving the place to
assume his throne in heaven spiegel ppap 367371367 371

A blackman the skrine funerary papyrus JEA 4 1917 p 124
A blackman the house of the morning JEA 5 1918 p 162

italics added helck ritualszenenRituals zenen p 20 notes that the services inin the totentem
pel could also bebt performed in nonw funerary temples

105aA moret le riquelrituel du cuitecuire divin lournlournaliesjournalzesjournaljournalizesaliesallesaileszefzesref paris 1902 p 78
A blackman sacramental ideas and usages in ancient egypt rec

trav 39 1921 p 48
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thus the information conveyed in funerary texts is by no
means confined to the funeral situation these particular docu-
ments happen to be preserved for us because they were care-
fully buried away inin tombs but they faithfully report what went
on in the temples as well even the coffin texts were not all
funerary many contain formulas reserved for the living or of
value to both the living and the dead as their titles proclaim
the ordinances in tomb and temple were not only the same
but had the very same objective eternal exaltation the in-
stant king unas and his cortege reach the coffin chamber the
lowest point on their journey and the end of the road in the
necronecropolispolls a surprising thing happens the sad and impressive
funeral operation suddenly shifts into reverse all at once every-
thing is moving in the opposite direction and the thrust of the
whole undertaking is to get the king out of the tomb and pyra-
mid and into the sky as quickly as possible 107lot this dramatic
reversal of direction is demonstrated by the sun at the solstice
whose miraculously abrupt turnabout can be most clearly wit-
nessed and predicted from the shadows of those great stand-
ing stones benben obelisk pyramid pylon which as breasted
discerned attested the common prehistoric origin of tomb
and temple cult in solar rites 108 for the pharaoh from the
earliest to the latest times always goes through the same solar
routine at the beginning the king is born he rises from
the watery abyss of the nun he travels in the barge of re

the sun in the sky he is identified with the gods and leads a
cosmic life in heaven log109 the purpose of the tomb is not to
lock him in cold obstruction but to help him on his way the
temple architecture which requires that the ordinances be per-
formed progressively from room to room until one reaches the
roof shows a profound and essential association between the
rites prescribed by the cult and the rhythm of the universe
its structure being inserted into the very order of the cos-
mos llolio110 the stairways ramps passages courts and gates com

spiegel annales du service ppap 361ff3 61 ft
breasted s interpretation was assaassailedled by L speleers la signification des

pyramides in melangermelangesMe langes maspero vol 66 of mem instdinst ppap 603621603 621 and
defended by A moret inin the same volume ppap 623636623 636

A piankoff clcitedted by H altenmulleraltenmiilleraltenmuellerAltenmullermiiller in bibliotheca orientaliaorientalisOrientalis 26
1970 p 61 so also M de rochemonteixRochemonteix in bibliothequebiblwtheque egyptologiquetegyptologique

3 233ff233t f P barguesbarguet in RHR 177 1970 p 67
TF daumas sur trois representations de noutbout a dendera an serv

51 1951 ppap 399400399 400
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mon to tomb and temple are reminders that the egyptians in
their endless rites are always on the move the one thing that
must never happen is the stopping of the royal progress 111iliiii

THE CROWNING EVENT

in egypt all eyes focused on the king the only point of
contact between man and god 112 the mortal chosen for this
awesome position had to be set apart from and recognized and
acclaimed by his fellows on a special occasion and by a special
procedure the coronation a drama presented at a very special
time the new year the day of creation the universal birth-
day and place the center of the universe the navel of the
world etc 113 the regular egyptian temple rites were noth-
ing but a small concentrate of the coronation ceremonies lisils114

which were celebrated every year every month and every
day in the temples like the king s birthday marking a com-
plete new beginning for the universe 115 what the temple
reliefs of karnak amount to according to helck is a sym-
bolic repetition of the coronation ilg110 for it is in the temple
that the coronation takes place the royal party moving from
chamber to chamber during the rites 117 thus inaugurating the
11 royal progress since prehistoric times the central act of
the assumption of rule as P munro observes was a ritual cir-
cumambulationcumambulation performed by the king having the symbolism
of taking possession of the world 118 in his beneficent
and victorious progress through the world the king was fol-
lowing the example of his father the sun 119ilg his appearance
being everywhere hailed by his subjects as a joyful sunrise a
blessed parousia 12120 foucart has pointed out that egyptian kings
and gods alike far from maintaining a majestic repose con-
stantly 11 pass through their domains as if they wanted to in

thausing das grossegross e tolenbuchtotenbuchTotenTolen ducabuchdura ppap 192219 22 see below note 121
wilson culture of anc egypt ppap 454945 49 69ff69ft
for a recent study J bergman ich binhinelnkinainaln isis ppap 9212092 120 we have treated

this themet leme in a number of studies
ibid p 89
P munro bemerkungen zu einemelnern sedfest relief ATAZ 86 1961

P 7753
helck ritualszenenRituals zenen rameses ILII11 p 74

1171bid1171ibidbid ppap 77f
munro AZ 86 p 71
C de wit chron deg 36 78f 81 on the victory motif munro ppap

717371 73
12 12bergmanbergman ich linbinhinkinjinfrn isis ppap 1012101 2
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spect them or relax at some of their seats 121 it is the familiar
royal progress which we have discussed elsewhere 122 it is also
the theme of the royal funeral rite which carries on the drama
of the royal progress into the next world the classic presenta-
tion of the descensusdes census of the sungodsubgod to the underworld to bring
light and relief to those who sit in darkness as he passes from
chamber to chamber in his nocturnal journey is found in the
writings of the secret chambers of the kings of the 18th

and following dynasties known as the book of amduat and
the book of breathingsBreathings might well be described as a thumbnail
version of the amduat any serious study of our sensen
papyrus must take this aspect of its teachings into account

also since the coronation timed like the temple festivals
to coincide with the beginnings and endings of cosmic cycles
solar lunar and astral as well as the seasonal cycles of life
and vegetation also dramatized the creation 123 we must recog-
nize that the important rites and ordinances of the egyptians can
never be divorced from each other if the creation story is
as brunner has stated the perpetual source of vitality for
pharaonic egypt 12124 and if the purpose of the temple cult was
11 to preserve and renew the creation and thereby secure and
transmit the established order of the universe through the co-
operation of divinity and royalty as bergman sums it up 125123135 it
is not surprising that the study of one ritual text if conscien-
tiously pursued leads us inexorably to the study of all the rest
for all tell the same story

moreover everybody gets into the act though everybody
knows that in egypt the king was all in all and that the temple
and funeral rites alike were originally meant only for him 126

yet even in the old kingdom speleers finds the door already
half open to let others in 12127 for one thing the king had to
have assistants and could not always be present on the scene
and so we always find deputies and proxies taking his place 128121138131

during various rites for the living and the dead persons or

G foucart in BIFAO 24 1924 p 1
122132H nibley tenting tool and taxing in western politpolpoiit quarterly

19 1966 ppap 609612609 612
P barguesbarguet in RHR 177 67 bergman ich hnbindin isis ppap 88f
H brunner in saeculum 21 1970 p 159
bergman ich binhinkinfin isis p 165 otto gott u mensch p 84
S schott in nacarnachr ak wiss gottmgeng&tlngen 1958 no 4 ppap 350 370

al212lL speleers la reurrestion et la toilette du mort revue degyptologie
3 1938 p 37

12aA blackman in JEA 31 512f



properties of the cult during the changing phases of the ritual
could take different roles 12912 As in nature where a creature
can completely change its form from tadpole to frog or from
catepillarcaterpillarcatepillar to butterfly while remaining the same individual so
a human being could assume variousvarious forms or modes of being

hprw inin the next life even as he does inin passing through the
seven ages of man inin this one 130 one might think that an

egyptian would draw the line at taking upon himself the very
form and identity of pharaoh but if he could be osiris there
was no reason why he could not be the king as well thus we
find a special honor bestowed by amon upon osiris being
handed down ffromrom osiris to the pharaoh at his coronation and
then wonder of wonders resting upon the head of an ordinary
citizen this decree laid away with the commoner nesi
chonsuchowsu inin his coffin was believed very literally now to apply to
him 131 another commoner identifies himself entering his
tomb with pharaoh entering the temple of heliopolis inin ma-
jesty showing how the rites of temple and tomb were identi-
fied in the priestly mind 13211213 human presumption could go no
farther yet the egyptians seem to take it for granted 132112133 one
important document the purification of pharaoh very
closely related to the book of breathingsBreathings was originally a text
instructing the pharaoh inin the manner of presiding over certain
temple ceremonies inin which the king was to wash himself as
the creator washed himself after finishing the creation 133 and
the same ritual of purification was to be performed inin the
temple at the coronation and at the funeral of the king 134114 As
a funeral text it was adapted to general use and we find one
important exemplar after being used as a model for copyists inin
a shop inin the possession of an ordinary businessman and fin-
ally thrown together into a mummy case with a lot of greek

bergman ich bin isisIs is p 83 n 2

LV zabkar on TGT G allenaliensallensailenaliens book of the dead lullui of near
eastern studies 24 1965 p 83 G roeder urkundenUrkunden zur religion des attenalienaltenalrenairen
aegyptenaegjpten jena 1915 ppap 220 225 when he was thirsty he became
the nile when he was cold he became fire

G daressydaresayDaressy un deckretdecretd6cret d damanaman en favour ddosirlsdOosirissirlssiris an senserv 18
1919 ppap 218224218 224

ah2hH kees totenglaubenTotenglauben p 322 by the middle kingdom a noble could
speak of himself as coming forth from his residence and going down to his
cemetarycometary exactly as if he were the king H goedicke inin ohenOnenorientaliatalia NSN S 24

1955 p 239
S schott abwehr des basenbosen ppap 13 15 18
S schott die reinigungreimgungReiniReim gung pharaohsPhara ohs in einem memphilischenmemphitischen tempel ber
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documents 130 though the content of the text clearly shows that
it was meant for the king alone instead of bearing the name
of a particular king it refers only to pharaoh indicating that
it was a stereotyped text that any old king could use 1303 or for
that matter anybody else since private owners of such texts
sometimes put their own names right inside the cartouche re-
served at all times for the king s name alonealone113137113117

the gods of egypt are now being studied inin the light of
this strangely fluid nature of individual identity we find that
divine epithets were freely passed around among the gods who
fused with each other just as easily as they fused with their
earthly representatives 138 with syncretism a basic part of his

the egyptian s spiritual makeup from the earliest times 139

it would now appear that the gods of egypt 11 were not unique
personalities at all but variously interpreted vieldeutzgevieldeutige
representatives of powers which stood inin the closest relation-
ship to each other and could be widely substituted for each
other 140 they fuse and break uptipuipulp like colonies of cells with
itcomplete indifference to maintaining their individual pecubecu
lianliariiianilanilariliantiesliaritiesties 141 in fact E winter maintains that the grundtypen
of the gods are so few and so colorless that without inscrip-
tions to guide us we would be at a loss to identify variousvarious gods
and kings in the temple reliefs or to discover what they were
supposed to be doing 142

the best hold on such slippery stuff lies in the study of rites
and ordinances which are visible and tangible it isis remarkable
for example how much egyptian ritual can be treated under
the heading of initiation miss thausing has gone all out for
the book of the dead as a guide pegwegweiserVegwelser to the initiate
both inin this world and the next both inin the temple and the
grave where everything is but the symbol of the way of initi-
ation 143 As she puts it the way of the soul in the other
world corresponds to the steps inin an earthly initationimitationini tation A roughffirough

cf schott abwehr des bosen p 9
135111511151bidibidbid p 68

3 schott reinigungReini gung pharaohsPharaohs p 8
bergman ich bin isis ppap 166 70 n 2
H bonnet zumzurn Verstverstandnisverstandmsandnis des synkretismus in ATAZ 75 1939

p 4411
E otto gott und mensch p 87
ibid ppap 858685 86

ae2eE winter aegypt tempelreliefstempelrellefsTempelreliefs in der gr rom zeit in reli
gionsgions en egypteegypleegypto aboeabove n 17 p 121 all of this was noted by de roche
monteixmontelxmontele long ago inin bibliotheque egyptologlqueegyptologique 3 211 206 208 etc

4 thausing das grosse totenbuchTotenbuch ppap 7faf 19 21
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which the hierophant had to pass in the temple during the
years of his training 144 how can a mortuary ritual be an
initiatory ritual asks prof brandon and assures us in reply
that the paradox disappears on analysis since a mortuary
ritual may serve to initiate into a new form of life 1451145

whatever the reason the egyptian in his funeral rites was cer-
tainly treated as a candidate for initiation he was tested for
purity had to stand judgment in a court had to demonstrate
special knowledge by answering specific questions identifying
objects and giving certain code words at a succession of gates or
doors etc in fact the egyptian word for burial means to ini-
tiate one into the mysteries 146 As his ultimate objective the
dead requests permission to enter into the holy of holies of
the temple of heliopolis on the grounds that as an elder
he has been initiated into the deepest secrets of the temple
and knows the stories that explain the various institutional
aspects of the cult 147

barguetbargues defending the traditional view against the rising
tide of initiationisminitiationism insists that there is nothing in the book
of the dead to indicate an initiation for the living 1118 well
that is hardly where one would expect to find such and yet
barguetbargues himself is quick to add in a footnote that is
not to say that there was no initiation in egypt on the con-
trary the formulas of chapters 112115112 115 prove that there
was he calls attention to chapters in the book of the dead
plainly describing rites performed by the living and for the
living 149 but explains that the living initiates since they were
required to possess special knowledge as all initiates are
must have been priests but the question is not about the rank
of the hierophantshierophantes but only whether the living were initiated
into the ordinances from the egyptian and mormon point of
view of the question is an academic one sincesince all ordinances
are meant to be of eternal validity and to apply both in this
world and the next after all the fundamental purpose of
ordinances is to bridge the gap between the worlds all are in a

G thausing in mel maspero 1I 40
SGF brandon in CJ bleeker ed initiation p 41
bergman ich ginbinhinkiuklugln iszisiss p 231 cf CJ bleeker egyptian feshfestivalsdaisvalszais lei-

den brill 1967 p 45
K sethe sprilchesprucheSp ruche fur das kennen der seelen der heiligenheiligerhei ligen orte AZ

57 1922 p 11 BD ch 1146114 6
TP barguetbargues livre des nortsmartsmortsnorrsnofts p 24 on the general opposition thausing

gr totenototenbtolenh p 6
barguesbarguet p 25 n 47 citing BD chapters 18 19 135 163
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sense rites de passage with a foot inin either camp that the
egyptian rites were for the living as well as for the dead be-
comes clearer every day

the purpose of this preliminary chapter is to prepare the
reader to view the book of breathingsBrea things with an uncommitted
eye feeling under no obligation to stake his eternal salvation
on the egyptology of another day or of any day these things
are always changing if our own book of breathing turns out
to be something very different from professor baer s breath-
ing permit it is not because we presume to question his work
as far as it went but because it is high time to point out with
all due respect that students of the joseph smith papyri have
necessarily overlooked a great deal of very important evidence
much if not most of which has come to light only since they
did their work 150

today scholars are becoming aware of an elaborately inter-
lacing mesh of ancient writings from variousvarious far flung centers
of culture and religion which were formerly thought to be
completely independent and disconnected productions these
support and explain each other in strange and surprising ways
and right in the center of the great complex is the book of
breathingsBreathings the reality and significance of this phenomenon
the importance of which can not be overestimatedover estimated we hope to
make apparent in the commentary which follows

among others insisting that intensive study and reevaluation of these
subjects is long overdue are P munro in ATAZ 8674 G thausing gr totenototenb
p 3 H brunner in archevarchiv f orientforschungorient ortorsorschungchung 2523 118 W helck rituals
zenen etc p 1



the search for love
lessons from the catholic debate
over moral philosophy

LOUIS MIDGLEY

As is rather well known catholic moral philosophers have
traditionally held that biblical support for the idea of moral
natural law is to be found in romans 214162142 14 16 the passage
reads

for when the gentiles which haehave not the law do by nature
the things contained in the law these having not the law
are a law unto themselves which shew the work of the law
written in their hearts their conscience also bearing witness
and their thoughts the mean while accusing or else excusing
one another in the day when god shall judge the secrets of
men by jesus christ according to my gospel

in the words of heinrich rommen this passage is taken by

catholics to mean that paul declares that the natural law isis
inscribed in the hearts of the heathen who do not have the
law of sinai and isis made known to them through their
conscience it is valid both for pagans and for jews because it isis
grounded in nature inm the essence of man 1

but in romans 214162142 141614 16 paul does not really seem to say
what rommen wants him to say for he does not speak of a
moral natural law at all nor does he attribute the law that the
gentiles give to themselves to the conscienceconscience the conscienceconscience for
paul isis the power within man to judge whether he has done

dr mam1midgleydgleyadgley isis an associate professor of political science at Brigbnghambrighainbanghamhain young
university the author of beyond human nature the contemporary debate
over moral natural law dr midgley has also published essays in the natural
law forum dialogue western political quarterly american political science
review BYU studies american journal of jurisprudence and the improvement
eraeribrtbyiefaer i

einachheinricheinnch rommen the natural law st louis herder 1947 p 5535
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what he believes he ought to do whatever that may happen
to be the gentiles that paul refersregers to whoever they are give
themselves a law because they have not the law of god there
is no suggestion that the conscience reveals or is somehow the
source of law if it so happens that a man actually does what he
believes he ought to do then he will show the work of the
law written on his heart and his conscience will vindicate him
in the judgment for as paul is attempting to show it is the
doers of the law who are justified and not merely the hearers
roman 213 and this is true even of those gentiles who

know nothing of god s law but who still do we might even
say naturally what the law that they give to themselves
requires of them in addition there is no reference in the text
to a natural law grounded in nature in the essence of man
there is no mention at all of any essence or nature of
man whatever they may be finally there is nothing in the text
that could be construed to suggest that reason working on
nature could uncover any equivalent of that which god re-

veals through his prophets
catholic scholars are not entirely unaware of the difficul-

ties of attributing a doctrine of moral natural law to the new
testament there is a big debate over the issue and a number
of protestants have argued that there is no doctrine of natural
law in the bible 2 in a review of a book in which felix flieckfliick
iger 3 a prominent contemporary protestant critic of the natural
law tradition argues against the position that paul assimilates
a natural law ethic anton herman chroust a catholic jurist
made thedie following observations

since the church in the first centuries was primarily a
missionary church the philosophical concept of natural law
seems to have had little meaning for the first christians
flilckigerfliickiger is quite correct when he denies that the famous
passage inin romans 2l4ff214ff does refer to natural law
as isis commonly understood only during the second century
AD did the concept of a natural law make its appearance
in christian literature and then only by way of reception from

the2theathe most significant marshalling of arguments for natural law in the new
testament has been done by C H dodd in an essay in 1946 which has since
been reprinted a number of times see dodd s new testament studies man-
chester 1953 ppap 129142129 142 for a rejection of the idea that natural law is to be
found in the new testament see felix fliickigerflilckiger die werke des gesetzesGesetzes bei
den heiden nach rom 214 ff theologischeTheolo gischeische zeltZeitzeirzeitschriftteitschrijtschrift 8 1952 174217 42

elixfelix fluckiger geschichte des naturrechtNaturrecht I1 zollikon zurich evange
lischer verlag 1954
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essentially stoic sources the gnosticsagnostics valentinus and
basilides on the other hand tried to establish a natural law
based on scriptures or the new law of christ as well as
on greek philosophy philo of alexandria who attempted
the first great synthesis of old testament and greek
philosophy identified the mosaic law and natural law H
wolfson isis certainly right when he maintains that
philo inin many respects must be considered the forerunner and
model of scholastic thinking for philo who also influenced
clement of alexandria and st ambrose of milan achieved
a workable assimilation of stoic and biblical thought with
clement of alexandria greek natural law ideas gradually
gained acceptance inin christian literature with the reception
of stoic ethical notions the whole of christian ethics acquired
a more scientific form natural law became the law of right
reason that is of natural reason clement 4

the standard view reported in the history of political phil-
osophy handbooks concerning the possibility of moral natural
law inin the new testament is derived from a famous study by
the carlyle brothers in which A J carlyle began by granting
that references to this theory of natural law in the new
testament are very scanty indeed we have not observed any
distinct reference to the subject except in one passage in st
paul s letter to the romans but this reference is very clear and
distinct and may be taken as presenting a conception which is
constantly assumed by st paul as true and important 5 what
was A J carlyle s evidence for this assertion there can be
little doubt he wrote that st paul s words imply some con-
ception analogous to the natural law in cicero a law written
in men s hearts recognized by man s reason a law distinct from
the positive law of any state or from what st paul recognized
as the revealed law of god it is carlyle affirmed inin this
sense that st paul s words are taken by the fathers of the
fourth and fifth centuries like st hiliary of poitiers st am-
brose and st augustine and there seems no reason to doubt
the correctness of their interpretation 6 carlyle s opinion sup-
ported by such flimsy arguments passed into theological litera-
ture through ernst troeltschtroeltzsch s highly influential social teachi-
ngs of the christian church and it was also appropriated di

anton herman chroust review of fliickigerflilckiger geschichte des naturrechtnaturrechlNatur techtrechtrechlrechs
in natural law forum 12 1956 l44f144f

A J carlyle A history of medieval political theory inin the west vol 1

the second century to the ninth edinburgh blackwood & sons 1903 82f
ibid p 83 italics supplied
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rectlyerectly from A J carlyle by numerous authors of textbooks on
the history of political thoughtthought7thoughty7

some catholic authors as the passage quoted from chroust
indicates are now willing to concede that perhaps paul was not
advancing a stoic social ethic or some form of moral natural
law and they offer a rather more accurate account of the as-
similationsimi lation by the christian community of philosophical concepts
from stoic and other sources furthermore catholic scholars
are now increasingly free to pursue the authentic teachings
of the bible the urge to recover the teachings of the bible isis
at least partly the result of the official relaxation of restrictions
on biblical and other historical studies by pope pius XIIyliyll inin the
1940 s roger aubert has called attention to an important event
following world war 11II the desire to draw fresh vigor from
contact with the source material chiefly the bible but also the
writings of the fathers of the church and the documents of the
liturgy 8 the fruit of this endeavor has been a full scale
11 return to the sources 9 and therefore a rather dramatic renewal
of interest inin primitive christianity this constituted a genuine
victory for scholarship over the suspicions and controls of the
madisteriummagisteiiummagisterium and has certainly contributed to the aggiornamento
updatingup dating of the church that was instituted by pope john

XXIII and which in the second vatican council and even
now continues unabated

the best known feature of the current catholic crisiscrisis isis
the dilemma posed by traditional catholic moral philosophy
and especially by the official position on contraception and
moral natural law the popular press has exploited the more
sensational aspects of the controversy seemingly to embarrass
catholics and obviously with considerable success the wide-
spread negative reaction to the promulgation of the papal en-
cyclical humanae vitae on july 25 1968 isis unprecedented inin
recent times because the entire matter has become something

see ege g C H mcilwainmcllwainmciiwain growth of political thought inin the west new
york macmillan 19321952 ppap 149fl49f G sabine A history of political theory
3dad ed new york holt rinehart & winston 1961 ppap 180f F J C
hearnshaw the Developdevelopmentmen of political ideas garden city doubleday
doran 1928 p 20 L C wanlass kettellsgettellsGet tells history of political thought
2dad ed new york appleton century crofts 19531953pp 9898jJ harmon political
thought new york mcgraw hill 1964 p 92

roger aubert quoted by T F odea0 dea the catholic crisis boston
beacon 1968 p 9

ibid p 8 and G tavard the pilgrim church new york herder &
herder 1967 ppap 22f
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of a public scandal the deeper significance of the underlying
issues is often somewhat obscured the whole affair is in-
terpreted or better misinterpreted as a battle between lib-
erals and conservatives such a characterization makes it
easy for the public to take sides but does not assist them in
understanding the issues and as a result a number of rather
significant trends in current catholic thought are overlooked

what I1 wish to show is that behind the public controversy
over humanae vitae some vital issues are being discussed and
some profound changes in catholic doctrine are taking shape
some of these changes suggest a new openness to the gospel
as well as the possibility of some radical changes inin catholic
moral and political philosophy the new freedom now enjoyed
by catholic scholars has made it possible for some of them to
challenge many traditional catholic moral teachings including
even the doctrine of moral natural law the old idea that god
and a moral natural law are both known by the light of human
reason independently of divine revelation is now seriously
eroded and compromised important catholic theologians have
recently shown considerable interest inin the possibility of the
prophetic transformation of the tired old church and even
argue for something quite like what mormonscormons call continuing
revelation and some have even gone so far as to demand
prophets in the church 10 coupled with the new interest in the
possibility of postapostolicpostapostolic revelation and prophecy isis a grow-
ing tendency to play down the old reliance on natural revela-
tion or natural theology which is the belief that god may be
known rationally through his creation because the creation
manifests reveals by analogy signs of the creator u catholic
moral philosophy has long been made to rest on a direct corol-
lary of natural theology not only can god s existence or
reality be demonstrated rationally on the basis of analogies
in the natural or created world but also an objective abso-
lute ethic can be known by the light of human reason no reve-
lation at all being necessary to provide guidance in the affairs
of this world the current radical and sometimes passionate

louis midgley the christian world awakens to the need for prophets
improvement era aug 1970 ppap 687868 78

natural theology has been ably criticized by skeptical philosophers such
as david hume see his dialogues concerning natural religion and by
theologtheologiansans such as soren kierkegaard see ege g the absolute paradox in
philosophical fragments trans by D F swenson princeton princeton univer
sity press 1936
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public questioning of the concept of moral natural law by cer-
tain leading catholic intellectuals is an event of singular im-
portance for it manifests a profound challenge to the work of
generations of philosophers and theologians it also thereby
affords the possibility of a return to something more like the
authentic teachings of the biblical witness

the dramatic and impressive 11 return to the sources which
has taken place sincesince world war 11II has affected catholic
moral teachings in two closely related ways first it has greatly
improved the quality of catholic biblical and historical studies
secondly it has permitted the publication of findings which
run counter to received opinions within the catholic church
and it has thereby generated support for alternative positions
A concrete instance of the rejection of moral natural law in the
new testament will now be examined

ii11

in 1964 john L mckenzie an important catholic biblical
scholar published an essay in which he challenged the view that
paul assimilated a concept of moral natural law in the form of
stoic ethical concepts he did so by confronting the position of
C H dodd 12 who is not roman catholic which in itself offers
an instructive model in such matters for it is obvious that his
real target isis not dodd at all but traditional catholic moral
philosophy dodd has repeatedly maintained that the new
testament isis filled with stoic influences including a natural
law ethic hence according to mckenzie the doctrine of moral
natural law that comes into the question inin romans 21416214 16 isis
natural law as it was conceived in stoicism 1 I13 he then
offers a rather standard interpretation of stoic ethics which
he easily distinguishes from the teachings of paul 14

the full details of mckenzie s argument need not concern
us his conclusions however demonstrate the kind of radical
reconstruction which isis now common in catholic circles given
paul s position on the law inin greek nomos of moses

dodd new testament studies
john L mckenzie natural law inin the new testament biblical

research 9 1964 3
A better course would have been to follow the thesis developed by F D

wormuth in astraea and dike lus naturale inin roman law inin essays in
legal history in honor of felix frankfurter new york bobbs merrill 1966
ppap 585599585 599
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mckenzie asks is there room for any idea of natural law
one would have to admit that if paul accepted a nomos of
nature he would attribute to it no greater efficacy than he attri-
butes to the nomos of moses and it is difficult to see how
he could attribute as much 15 mckenzie shows that a gentile
morality or natural morality to which reference is presum-
ably found in romans 214 ff is by definition self sufficient

the gentiles are their own nomos and paul has spoken
at some length to make it clear that the nomos of the gen-
tiles is a greater failure in the war againsagainst hamartiahamaxtialamartiaHamartiamartla than the
nomos of moses 10 clearly paul s theme is the justification of
man and he argues that it is the doers of the law who are
justified and who can be classed as a doer of the law it is he
who loves his neighbor who has fulfilled the law for ultimate-
ly love isis the fulfilling of the law romans 13910139 10 if
jesus has communicated his victory over sin to man the sup-
plementingplementing of the teaching of jesus by natural morality would
seem to have even less appeal to paul than the supplementing
of the teaching by the nomos of moses 17

in his conclusion mckenzieMcKenzte shifts his criticisms from the
position of C H dodd on the presence of stoic ethical concepts
inin paul and the new testament and directs them against
thomist formulations of catholic moral philosophy 1 I believe
paul s thought is correctly summarized if we say that he regard-
ed a morality of reason and nature as a morality that fails 18

however an important question still remains whether we
can construct a general principle of christian moral thinking
from his rejection of the stoic morality of reason and nature
is another than a purely exegetical or biblical theological ques-
tion but I1 raise it mckenzie writes because it seems to me
that the ideas of paul should be considered in any scheme of
christian morality to put the question bluntly can there be a
christian ethicsethics1919 by christian ethics mckenzie means a
theory of moral obligation in general and a system of moral
obligations in particular based on a rational consideration of
nature 13112120 clearly he has in mind traditional thomist natural

mckenzie natural law ppap lof10f
161igligiibidbid p 11
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ibid p 12
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law doctrines if we use the method and style of thomas
aquinas we should proceed thus it seems that there can be a
christian ethics first christian ethical systems exist and have
long existed secondly a christian ethical system is needed to
solve moral problems which are not solved inin the new testa-
ment such as social problems political problems and economic
problems 21 but mckenzie then emphatically rejects both of
these arguments for a natural law form of christian ethics
and it is at this point that his position becomes genuinely radi-
cal but on the contrary paul says that he who loves his
neighbor has fulfilled the law and so I1 answer that there
cannot be a christian ethics 22 at least there cannot be a
natural law christian ethics as long as the position of the
new testament is taken into consideration mckenzie rejects
the argument that a christian ethics based on moral natural
law isis possible merely because such systems have long existed
by pointing out that the actual existence of ethical systems
proposed by christians shows that they are ethical but not that
they are christian 23 against the argument that natural law
isis needed to solve difficult social political and economiceconomic prob-
lems mckenzie maintains that the ethical solution of these
problems will often prove to be a rational evasionevasion of the full
weight of the christian duty of love christian love offers a
solution to all these problems but we find the solution im-
practical one comes to realize that reason contemplating nature
can never arrive at christian love it can arrivearrive at enlightened
self preservation and no more to live comformablyconformablycomformably to nature
isis not to live in christ nor to have christ live in one inin fact
the one may render the other impossible 242

mckenzie has thus radically broken with the thomist nat-
ural law doctrine 1I think that paul would say that jesus did
not live and die in order that men might live by a morality
of reason and nature this they hadbad already 25

As we have seen mckenzie insists that the christian duty
of love renders unnecessary any reliance on a morality of reason
and nature the great commandment isis thus made the ultimate
and controlling norm while moral natural law is rejected 1

ibid
221bibidd
231blibidd p 13 italics supplied
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as an evasionevasion of the law of love 2 as an unnecessary addenda
to christian moral commitment one that may even render
christian love impossible and 3 as a false imitation of the
gospel of jesus christ A number of other catholics have re-
cently taken up similar positions one of these john C

meagher has argued that catholic moral theology tradition-
ally conservative inin its deportment and legal inin its methodology
has long been based on an inherited concept of natural
justice apparently on the grounds that justice can be enjoined
more confidently than charity 26 we should note that
inin many ways the word charity isis rather unfortunate because
it commonly implies merely almsgiving the term employed in
the new testament isis agape meaning love and the word
isis far more inclusive inin its meaning than almsgiving though
of course almsgiving isis clearly included inin its meaning cf
2 nephi 2730 meagher examines the teachings on the
necessity of almsgiving in traditional catholic moral theology
he does so in order to contrast the biblical teaching on the
necessity of love with the older insistence on a morality of
reason and nature

to illustrate the weakness of natural law thinking on alms-
giving meagher refers to a fairly typical two volume manual
entitled moral theology A complete course which
indicates that the state of the giver requires him to give alms
only when he has a superfluity of goods superfluities are
those goods that remainremain over and above what are necessary for
life or the maintenance of one s state of life justly acquired
and socially useful 27 the complete course employs the phrase
11 necessities of state rather than necessities of life and
these are defined as the goods a person must have to keep up
his position and that of his family according to the standard
of living of his class this includes provision for the educa-
tion and advancement of one s children for hospitality adorn-
ment of home and the care and improvement of one s bus-
inessiness meagher indulging inin a bit of irony asks Is there
anything one wonders that is excluded yes the text con-
tinued t it does not include provision for excessive pleasures
or luxuries that apparently settles that calculate the income
currently invested in your excessiveexcessive pleasure and luxuries being

21john C meagher law prophets and the development of peoples
world justice 10 sept 1968 74

quoted inin ibid p 75
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careful of course not to infringe upon those connected with
hospitality and adornment of home and those not inconsistent
with the standard of living of your class and you have the
measure of your superfluity 28 one is obligated to the needy
only for the superfluous portion of one s net worth but even
then meagher adds you re not left without protection the
complete course hastens to reassure you the mere fact that
one has a superfluity does not oblige one to give alms you are
vulnerable only when the proper conditions of time place
person etc are present with a little bit of luck 29 the
complete course even cautions that a rich man who refused
on principle to give anything to those in common necessity
should be advised rather than reproved on this point 30 such
a view is radically opposed to the teachings of the scriptures for
example to the great message of king benjamin inin mosiah
493049 30 or to admonitions of 2 nephi 2624332624 33 it is obvious why
mckenzie can insist that the natural law approach to ethical
11 problems will often prove to be a rational evasion of the full
weight of the christian duty of love christian love offers a
solution but we find the solution impractical one comes
to realize that reason contemplating nature can never arrive at
christian love it can arrive at enlightened self preservation
and no more 31

meagher suggests that the chief source of difficulty in the
traditional natural law teaching is the common tendency of
moralistsmora lists to turn to tradition and authority when reason fails
to provide moral insight or where there is not a general con-
sensus on what reason and nature teach or when there is a
sharp controversy over the content of the supposed natural
law 3212 once church authority that is the madisteriummagisterium makes
official pronouncements on the content of the moral law the
reputation of the church is placed on the line and it becomes
next to impossible for the church to modify thediedle teaching
meagher points out that one faction of a recent catholic com-
mission believed that to say the church erred in teaching
for so long and in resisting 20th century pressure for change
would be tantamount to seriously suggesting that the assistance

ibid211bd
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of the holy spirit was lacking to her meagher continues
to say that the ordinary magisteriummadisterium had thus erred does in-

deed suggest that the popes the other vatican leaders and the
hierarchy may have been insufficiently responsive to the assist-
ance of the holy spirit but that is quite another matter and
who of these would claim that he has always been fully re-
ceptive to all the movements of the spirit s vivifyingvilifyingvivify ing and en-
lightening presencepresence3333 meagher argues that quite often those
who merely back tradition and precedent on moral issuesissues are
adopting a position which is tantamount to seriously suggest-
ing that the assistance of the holy spirit no longer guides the
church 34 he hopes for prophets to arisearise within the church
to provide the necessary moral enlightenment which is now
so desperately needed but there is a serious danger of retard-
ing or blocking the vivifyingvilifyingvivifying action of the spirit by rejecting
the prophetic function 35 the church needs desperately to
change her ways even it seems at the price of scandal the
danger of scandal would be more grave than it is if such re-
versals inin teaching had never occurred before in
the history of the church 36 for meagher the classic
exemplar of the prophetic function is peter who in the

gospels and the acts manages to retain his leadership and
his effective influence despite spending half his time mis-
understanding blundering and being rebuked by the pro-
phetic voice which cries out to him inin historical events inin the
indignation of paul in visionsvisions even in the crowing of a cock
and it isis worth noting that inin every case from the resurrec-
tion on what peter needed was to be jarred loose from his
jealousy for the law faithful to the law of his history he
refused to eat what the law had taught him were unclean
foods and it took three visionsvisions to convinceconvince him that the word
of the lord takes precedence over the received law the law
of his history forbade him to mix with gentiles and only after
a barrage of visionsvisions angels and evident manifestations of the
outpouring of the holy ghost could he be made to under-
stand that the lord had called to his society those whom his
law rejected peter s education was difficult and slow
but his openness to voicesvoices other than that of the law which
history had given him made it possible for him to grow out
of the legal conservatism of those inin jerusalem who clamored

ibid p 69
ibid italics supplied
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for the blood of paul and to growgrew into the freedom and
truth of christ our lord 37

we live in a disconsolate world or so it must appear to
those without the gospel the catholic debate over moral
philosophy is merely one manifestation of the challenges con-
fronting old comfortable assurances with many now realizing
that they are without solid bearings and teetering on the rim of
an abyss is it any wonder that the churches are in ferment
here and there in the catholic world the search for love is
beginning to replace the traditional rational bulwark of moral
natural law the goal is salutary though the results are often
very disappointing however it is encouraging that the law of
love no longer appears unrelated to the human predicament

ibid
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CHAD j FLAKE

with the beginning of the new year the demise of some
old and venerated friends the improvement era the chil-
drens friend the instructor the relief society magazine and
the millennial star has been accomplished it has been ex-
plained and for the present accepted that it is an expedi-
tious move and will result in better periodicals for the total
church membership however it is not without some sorrow
that one closes out the runs of the old magazines

the childrens friend begun in 1902 and changed to its
present format in 1924 is probably the least affected by the
change the instructor long a house organ of the sunday
school gives us more sorrow not as it is now published as a
house organ it has had a limited appeal for some time but
for its colorful past begun as the juvenile instructor inin 1866
it was a large awkward folio volume it changed to a regular
quarto in 1867 an octavo in 1908 smaller octavo in 1944
and back to quarto inin 1950 its name was changed in 1930
during the latter part of the 19th century it served as the
literary and music periodical for the membership of the church
during one period the rage for pseudonyms made its reading
a delight george D watt became uncle george the staid
J L barefoot became beta or beth and evan stephens
published music under the non de plume of A flat the text
was equally charming one issue told of a young girl who
chewed gum so much that her mouth wouldnwouldnt t stop despite
all medicine could do an example of what would happen if
one pursued this distasteful practice

professor flake is specspecialal collections librarian at brigham young university
he also edits mormon Amerzmeramericanahanskanadana
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the relief society magazine I1 suspect will be the most
missed by current members of the church begun in 1914 as
the relief society bulletin a rather unpretentious publication
it was changed inin 1915 to the relief society magazine heir of
the prodigious magazine of woman s rights the comanswomans
exponent which had ceased publication inin 1914 and assumed
its present format at that time it now contains in addition to
regular articles the lessons for the relief society which un-
doubtedly will now have to be published for the first time in
manual form

the history of the improvement era is more complex
begun in 1897 as the organ of the young men s mutual im-
provementprovement association it succeeded the long defunct con-
tributortributor which stopped publication inin 1886 in 1908 it became
the organ of the seventies and the YMMIA in 1909 the priest-
hood quorums and the YMMIA in 1917 it added the schools
of the church in 1925 it listed the music committee and
finally in 1929 it added the young ladies woman s mu-
tual improvement association after the demise of the young
comanswomans journal and changed its format in 1970 it was
listed as the official organ of the priesthood quorumsQuorums mutual
improvement associations home teaching committee music
committee church school system and other agencies

for the sentimental however it is the death of the millen-
nial star which is the saddest true in the last years it has
lacked the luster it had in the 19th century but one must re-
member that it isis the oldest church magazine beginning in
manchester inin 1840 compare its continuous publishing history
with other church magazines of the period times and sea-
sons 6vav evening and morning star 2vav messenger and ad-
vocate 3vav elders journal 4 issuesissues letoile du deseret lviv le
reflecteurReflect eur lv etc through the turbulent years of illinois and
19th century utah it not only survived but was most dis-
tinguished as one can readily see by the list of its early editors
and the worth of the material printed also by the difficulty
one encounters inin trying to secure a set of them today

progress is progress and we presume good but it isis always
hard to tell old friends goodbygood by

As inin the past for the compilation of the mormon bibli-
ographyography I1 have relied heavily on mormon americana vol 11

1970
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historical
abbott john C sources of mormon history in illinois 18324818524818521832 48 and a

bibliographic note dialogue A journal of mormon thoughtthought V spring
1970 7679

alexander thomas G an experiment in progressive legislation the grant
ing of woman suffrage in utah in 1870 utah historical quattQuartquarterlyeflyeily
XXXVIII winter 1970 2030205020 30

allenalienailen james B eight contemporary accounts of joseph smith s first vision
what do we learn from themthem3thema the improvement era LXXIII april
1970 4134 13

anderson richard lloyd confirming records of moroni s coming the
impirpimprovementro deanveindeax enrent efaeiaerablabid LXXIII september 1970 484 8

joseph smith s new york reputation reappraised brigham young
university studies X spring 1970 283314283 314

the house where the church was organized the improvement
eideiaeraefaers LXXIII april 1970 162516 25

arrington leonard J james gordon bennett s 1831 report on the mormon
ites brbrighamahamgham young university studies X spring 1970 353364353 364

and jon haupt the missouri and illinois mormonscormons in ante bellum
fiction dialogue A journal of mormonmoimonmaimon thought V spring 1970
3750575037 50

women as a force in the history of utah utah historical quarterly
XXXVIII winter 1970 36

britsch R lanierlamer church beginnings in china bigghambiighambrigham young university
studies X winter 1970 161172161 172

brodie fawn M can we manipulate the past salt lake city utah state
historical society et al 1970

sir richard F burton exceptional observer of the mormon scene
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REED C DURHAM JR and STEVEN H HEATH succession
inin the church salt lake city utah bookcraft inc 1970
207 ppap 3255253.25325

reviewed by duane E jeffery assistant professor of zoology
at brigham young university and specialist in general and
human genetics

succession what must be one of the most critical issues in
all the doctrine of the priesthood has also been the subject of
rather slow development in the presiding councils of the
church perpetual speculation among the church members un-
paralleled opportunity for outside aspirants to the presidency
and less than exhaustive scholarship in church literature the
truly comprehensive analysis of the entire issue in this dispen-
sation has not yet been written but this new book by durham
and heath is a major step in that direction indeed these au-
thors appear well qualified to eventually produce the magnum
opus when and if a market for such ever develops

up to now literature on succession has taken the form of
short missionary tracts small books aimed at defending LDS
views against those of some splinter group or introductory sec-
tions in the many gospel synopses on the market durham and
heath now set out to trace for the LDS member the entire
history of priesthood succession inin this dispensation and strictly
from the LDS point of view it is an attempt to demonstrate
the development and application of the current LDS doctrine
and spends little time with the many opposing interpretations
and concepts that have been devised over the years the
existence of such interpretations and groups is covered in less
than two pages with a rather extensive footnote to guide the
reader to further literature in the area

the subject matter is very wisely broken down into 13
major historical periods each of which constitutes a chapter

207
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joseph s developing concepts of successionsuccession and successors prior
to the calling of the twelve apostles inin 1835 receivereceive the best
coverage available inin church literature following the consol-
idation of the quorum of the twelve the next major con-
ceptual developments revolved around the issueissue of seniority
inin the quorum and herein lies the major contribution of the
book quorum seniority has sometimes in our history seemed to
be based on thedie members respective age at ordination to the
apostleship at other times on their respective dates of ordi-
nation A third consideration was whether seniority was based
on the date of one s ordination as an apostle or on the date
of his being called into the quorum of the twelve and the
existence of apostles who were not members of the quorum
created some interesting problems which when solved afford
some critical perspectives durham and health succeed ad-
mirably inin showing a consistent pattern through all these
details a pattern which inin spite of its consistency underwent
progressive development and expansion all through the 19th
century shuffling of sometimes longstandinglong standing seniority pat-
terns testify to this progressive refinement of the issuesissues and
durham and heath document the matter meticulously

the book s major shortcoming is theduedie demanding self discibisci
pline imposed by the authors to keep strictly to business thus
preventing the pursuit of subjects diat are inevitably suggested
to the critical reader such an approach has its unquestioned
strengths and many of the possible questions clearly lie outside
the authors aim A few do seem legitimately the book s busi-
ness however and not all of them are resolved one reads on
p 5 of oliver cowdery s assertions in 1847 to david whitmer
that he and david hold the keys and authority to preside over
the church even though they hadbad both been excommunicated
approximately ninenine years earlier did not their excommunicaexcommunica-
tion remove all such keys and authority the answer of course
isis yes but the point isis nowhere discussed why did oliver a
critical witness inin things of priesthood entertain such feelings
where they still his feelings just a year later when he returned
to the church if the reader peruses the article by richard
lloyd anderson cited on p 14 on another point entirely he
will find the answers but the book gives no such information

later on we learn of concern inin the governing quorums
that orson hyde and orson pratt were not inin proper sequence
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of seniority that their position ahead of john taylor wilford
woodruff and george A smith had been negated by their
both having been estranged from the quorum in earlier years
we learn of president young s settling the question in 1875
and placing the two orsonsoarsons behind the three apostles above
mentioned one infers from the text that president young just
once and for all came to grips with the issue in 1875 and that
the 1875 story tells the whole matter there is cogent evidence
however that there were attempts to set this matter straight
even before 1868 but for various reasons it was not resolved
some have seen the move in 1875 as the result of personal dif-
ferencesferences between orson pratt and brigham young that per-
sonal vindictiveness on the part of president young was not
involved in the matter has been argued by T edgar lyon 1

who discusses the situation both in the 1860s and in the
1875 resolvement and avers that president young defended
pratt s seniority in fairness it must be asserted that lyon does
not make clear that brigham young did come to express the
view central to the issue that pratt s earlier period of apostasy
had modified his position of seniority this isis the point which
durham and heath establish and the omission of the pre 1875
activities are of concern only for historical not doctrinal ac-
curacy

further discussion of the setting apart of the president
would seem to be in order we are informed that it is to be
done by the twelve and on several pages are given leading
statements from the brethren as to its purpose and propriety
but we are not given a discussion of it as a practice nor do we
find any comment as to why the first president to be docu
mentally set apart joseph F smith in 1901 requested that the
patriarch of the church not a member of the twelve act as
mouth there isis good rationale for the request but we are not
given it similarly we are convinced on p 85 by a ringing
speech from george Q cannon that a new church president
need not be ordained to that position that ordination is to say
the least superfluous the word finds no further expression
until p 172 when we read the deseret news report that presi-
dent joseph fielding smith was ordained and set apart jan
23 1970 Is this merely newspaper rhetoric probably but such

T edgar lyon orson pfarrprattprall early mormon leader master s dissertation
univ of chicago 1932 ppap 159162159 162
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words inin the past have been the turning point of major debates
on succession it would have been wise to clarify the situation

but the faults are all minorminor the book is a major and long
overdue contribution to the step by step detailmentderailmentdetailment of this imim-
portant subject due to its appearance shortly after the succes-
sionsionslon of president joseph fielding smith to the presidency some
church members have been prone to dismiss it as a quickly
prepared volume to capitalize on a cresting wave of interest inin
things successional far from that it isis the product of several
years careful and responsible study and should deservedly be-
come the touchstone for discussions of the topic indeed the
incontestable fact that this very fundamental doctrine has been
progressively refined to its present state has implications that
go far beyond successionsuccession it applies with equal force to concepts
of prophetic knowledge revelation and essentially the whole
of our understanding of the gospel that virtually all our
gospel doctrines are best elucidated under this same develop-
mental truth isis a point that has not been appreciated by either
church members at large or many of our authors and commen-
tators it isis to be hoped that durham and heath will contribute
to the recognition of that concept as well as to an accurate
understanding of succession the book isis highly recommended

ALAN GERALD CHERRY its you and me lord provo

utah trilogy arts 1970 64 ppap 2952952.95

STEPHEN G TAGGART mormonismsMormoni sms negro policy social
and historical origins salt lake city utah university of
utah press 1970 XIII plus 82 ppap 4004.00400

reviewed by reed N wilcox a juniojuntojunior majoring inin eco-
nomicsnomicscomics and international relations at brigham young univer-
sity A national merit scholar and a hinckley scholar mr
wilcox isis presently serving as ASBYU vice president of
academics and as member of the BYU special committee on
race relations

most of his black brothers would call him an uncle tom
many of his white brothers at BYU have showered him with
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almost apologetic kindness and attention inin an effort to some-
how demonstrate to everyone and themselves that they are
not racists that they really like al cherry black al cherry

having found himself a center of attention among other
mormon students it isis not surprising that cherry should pub-
lish something like its you and me lord the subtitle my
experience as a black mormon 11 will obviously make the book
sell it made the reviewer apprehensive of a focus on popular
controversy rather than upon substance but apprehension of
mere controversial content are quickly stilled even lulled to
sleep as the first two thirds of the already short book pass
quickly without any mention of the LDS church but with two
strikes against him cherry finally delivers something really
meaningful in a casual friendly rendering of his feelings he
somehow manages to avoid the defensive sort of logical argu-
mentation that tends to plague pro mormon publications on
this subject rather than quoting stories of the prepro existence or
dubious conclusions from questionable survey data cherry
simply explains that for him the important thing inin god s

kingdom will not be who leads us there but simply who gets
there at the same time he delivers strong and well deserved
criticism of complacent priesthood holders and of apologetic
mormonscormons who have told him they would not have joined the
church had they been black

hopefully cherry s book will signal some kind of change
from the traditional defense argument approach by mor
mons to this subject unfortunately but almost inevitably lat
ter day saints had to await a black to begin to make this
change

it is ironic that while a black convert student was pub-
lishing its you and me lord another student a returned
missionary who also sincerely cared for the people of the
church and was committed to the church s humanitarian and
moral ideals was publishing mormonismsMormonisms negro policy
social and historical origins stephen taggart s conclusion
quite different from cherry s isis that the weight of the evievlevi-
dence suggests that god didndian t curse the black man his white
children did taggart s well written and very readable little
book carefully traces the development of the mormon negro
policy concluding that the policy stems from conciliatory ef-
forts made by joseph smith and others inin response to social
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stress created by the church s location inin the 1830s in pro-
slavery missouri taggart s facts are generally well docu-
mented although one key document an extra edition of
the evening and morning star which was printed inin july of
1833 isis summarized by taggart rather than quoted directly
and isis never footnoted many of his statements are carefully
qualified inin an effort to preserve historical accuracy but most
of the pivotal conclusions and often the basic assumptions with
which he examines many of the documented statements are
questionable at best A policy statement printed in the revised
ediedleditiontilon of the doctrine and covenants inin 1835 which cautioned
against disobedience or disrespect for the law which at the
time legitimized slavery isis interpreted by taggart as having
been a formal credential of the church s proslavery colors
his interpretations of the motives of joseph smith and others
are usually couched in such phrases as probably intended or
apparently intended

taggart s documented evidence inin itself positively relareiarelatestes
the policy s first definition to thediedle missouri period but estab-
lishes little beyond that that thedue policy s definition was re-
lated to that period isis only logical social situations usually
act to necessitate policy definition but no evidence presented
by taggart substantiates his thesis that social stress determined
the policy s content the real core of his case isis taggart s own
unsubstantiated conclusions such as joseph smith s having
conveniently added allusions to priesthood denialdental to the first
chapter of abraham inin the pearl of great price in an effort to
manufacture a theological justification for his negro policy
which up to that point had rested only on reheated southern
fundamentalist dogma what taggart presents finally is a
new and very good adaptation of the old argument that
joseph smith was a very good and resourceful man that the
church isis probably the best but that at least some of what
is claimed to be revealed from god isis of ordinary human
origin

hopefully before or after reading taggart s interpretation
of the revelatory significance of the policy the reader will
consider the official statement of the first presidency reported
inin the february 1970 priesthood bulletin which restates the
position of the church with regard to the negro both inin society
and inin the church
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GILBERT SCHARFFS mormonism inin germany A history
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints inin germany
salt lake city utah deseret book 1970 256 ppap 5505505.50

the reviewer douglas F tobler isis an assistant professor of
history at brigham young university A specialist in modern
german history and european intellectual history dr tobler
has also published inin proceedings of the utah academy of
sciences arts and letters

the recent laudable movement within the church to discard
a traditional parochialism for a more universal appeal is very
much in evidence pronouncements and travels of church lead-
ers the establishment of seminary and institute programs out-
side of north america and the expanded use of the mass
media in the missionary effort all dramatize the new thrust
undoubtedly this worldwide emphasis has also been one of the
stimuli behind the interest in exploring the history of mor-
monism in foreign lands an additional motive is that former
missionaries sometimes take this route to express their affec-
tion for the areas and people of their service the book by
gilbert schscharffsarffsarfus mormonism inin germany A history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints inin germany falls
into this category attempting in the author s words to
relate the dramatic untold story of the growth and survival of
the church inin germany such studies if well done
should be welcomed by the church membership not only as a
reflection of the vigor of the church but for their potential
contribution toward a greater mutual understanding and bro-
therhoodtherhood among church members the world over

although the author has apparently labored diligently in
researching the material for the present volume especially in
the manuscript histories of the several german missions and
has assembled a formidable body of statistical data on the rate
and number of conversions the presidents of the missions
the numbers of missionaries the comparative productivity of
church missions etc it isis doubtful that mormonism inin ger-
many will satisfy either the need for an acceptable history of
the church in that country or measurably enhance our under-
standing of the german saints

the primary obstacles to the book s success include the ac-
ceptancecep tance of an outdated concept of the nature of history a
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narrow research methodology superficial knowledge of the
history culture laws and institutions of germany and a tedious
writing style typical of phd dissertations but no more con-
ducive to being read by the mormon let alone non mormon
public I1 should therefore like to consider these weaknesses
inin greater detail

unfortunately there was a time once when the mere linking
of historical facts into grammatical sentences to form a blood-
less chronicle was accepted as history but first the literate pub-
lic and belatedly and ironically or perhaps not so the histo-
riansrians themselves discarded the form inin favor of its more critical
interpretive and realistic successor contrary to the author s

stated desire the truly dramatic real life story of accepting
living and defending the church and its teachings inin an often
hostile environment failsfallsfalis completely to emerge into the narra-
tive from the sanitized uncritical reporting of the manuscript
histories and from the failure to analyze in some depth the
possible explanations for the mercurial ups and downs of
mormonism s german experience for example what effect
did the emigration of the german saints to the united states
have on the church there both over the short and long range
why did these saints continue to disregard the advice of
church leaders to remain in their homeland and help build up
the church there what instructions did the saints receive
from church authorities to guide them in their relationship
to the nazi state how do we account for the pendulum swing
variations in the rate of conversionconversion inin germany since world
war 11II these range from 215 inin 1951 to 2457 inin 19601961
the citing of administrative changes personalities of mission
presidents or even welfare assistance hardly seem to suffice as
adequate explanations for the conversionconversion statistics finally
have not the german saints contributed more to the church
than their numbers certain missionmission presidents and karl G
maeser these and other relevant questions require answers if
a seriousserious history isis intended

secondly this reviewerreviewer is puzzled by the author s research
methodology why the excessiveexcessive reliance upon the manuscript
histories when other sources were available As a suggestion
the author might easily have interviewed hundreds of active
and disaffected former german saints living inin the rocky
mountain area whose accounts might well have offered a dif
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ferent perspective and interpretation and helped bring the
narrative to life instead recourse was hadbad to the statements
of former mission presidents and a very few native germans
mention has been made earlier of karl G maeser the author
rightly esteems brother maeser s contributions to mormonism
but with the single exception of one quotation from bro
maeser inin der stern p 18 the author relies on second-
ary accounts there isis indeed no evidence that he considered
reinhard maeser s biography of his father or the file of bro
maeser s letters some of which date from the 1860s avail-
able either at BYU or the church historian s office more-
over the author notes that bro maeser was caught up with
the materialistic philosophy that was becoming so popular
among scholars of the day but does not tell us where he
found this idea parenthetically it should be noted that the
author often cites quotations appp 17 18 21 37 etc without
proper documentation

the failure to fully exploit available mormon sources and
evaluate them critically isis however only a part of the
methodological problem how isis it possible to write a history
of the confrontation of mormonism with german society and
institutions as the author purports to do in the preface with-
out a thorough knowledge of german history and a study of
the relevant german documents the author has not consulted
even the standard secondary texts in german history un-
doubtedly helping to account for some of the distortions and
errors inin factual material the statement on page xi that otto
von bismarck led the german people to great economiceconomic heights
especially inin the field of industrial production is a distortion
through oversimplification or the assertion that from 1815
to 1870 the german federations formed loose associations of
states appp x xi isis blatantly garbled so isis the contention
that 36000000 germans reside in the territory which isis be-
hind the iron curtain now administered by the soviet and
polish governments P xiiixiii recent german government
statistics show less than 700000 germans now living inin the
areas under soviet and polish control with an additional
16000000 inin the german democratic republic and east berlin

more important however than this lack of familiarity with
german history and the inaccuraciesinaccuracies isis lack of concern for the
german documents which might bear on the subject what
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were the laws of the various german states concerning religion
in the 19th century apparently the author was unaware
that even after the unification inin 1871 religious matters still
rested in state not federal hands what was the position of
the protestant state church inin the various states did bis-
marck s kulturkampf against the catholics in prussia in the
1870s have any effect upon the church what was the nazi
policy vis aa vis religion in general and toward the mormonscormons
inin particular such questions cause one to wonder if mormon-
ism in germany can be studied inin a vacuum to have failed to
deal with them is to misunderstand the most fundamental
axioms of the historian s profession
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